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Abstract
Since the end of the Cold War successive American presidents have tried to build a
productive partnership with Russia, but all attempts so far have failed. Following the 9/11 attacks
President George W. Bush and Russian President Vladimir Putin attempted to reset AmericanRussian relations by establishing a strategic partnership. This partnership, however, never flourished,
and at the close of President Bush’s second term it completely collapsed over the Russo-Georgian
War. Many historians of American-Russian relations suggest that the Cold War legacy and Russia’s
great ambitions for power help explain why American-Russian relations remain so troubled in the
post-Cold War era. This study explores the failure of Bush’s and Putin’s strategic partnership through
the concept of grand strategy using a theoretical framework built on realist and neoclassical realist
theories. The study will show that President Bush underestimated both the enduring importance of
the Cold War legacy in the 21st century, as well as Russian international power politics, and that this
culminated in the Russo-Georgian War that ended the partnership. From an analysis of primary
sources – President Bush’s National Security Strategies, speeches and news conferences –it can be
concluded that the partnership failed because American international objectives internationally
(derived from America’s grand strategy) clashed with Russia’s power ambitions, which the Bush
administration had underestimated. The legacy of the Cold War indeed makes it particularly difficult
for America and Russia to move past their disagreements.
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Introduction
With the end of the Cold War in 1991 came also an end to America’s strategy of anti-Soviet
containment.1 During the Cold War the Soviet Union was a supposed aggressor, and so America
relied on a containment strategy that aimed to prevent Soviet expansion.2 Following the Cold War
both American politicians and political commentators agreed that a Russia transformed into a market
economy and a partner of the West would best serve American national interests.3 If Russia became
a partner of America it would no longer constitute a threat to American national security.4 Therefore
since the end of the Cold War America has tried to build a productive partnership with Russia, but all
attempts have so far failed.5 Presidents George H.W. Bush (1989-1993), Bill Clinton (1993-2001),
George W. Bush (2001-2009), and Barack Obama (2009-2017) all attempted to reset AmericanRussian relations and to move forward on a more productive and constructive agenda.6 This would
have allowed America and Russia to work together on shared interests, including counter-terrorism
and the nonproliferation of weapons of mass destruction.7 However, it transpired that American and
Russian objectives on these issues were often misaligned.8 On the one hand, since 1992 it has been
Russia’s central objective to regain its great power status and to be on a par with America.9 America,
on the other hand, has quite different ideas about the post-Cold War world: Russia is no longer seen
as a threat to American power and no longer occupies a central place in the minds of American
policy-makers.10 Therefore, more than two decades after the Cold War, it can be concluded that
American expectations of Russian partnership with the West have not been realized.
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At the end of his second term President George W. Bush was confronted with the collapse of
his America-Russia reset. This reset had begun following the terrorist attacks of 9/11; President
Vladimir Putin (2000-2008) was the first foreign leader to call the American president.11 President
Bush needed Russia as a partner in the War on Terror following 9/11, and so he subsequently
proclaimed the dawn of a new era in American-Russian relations, characterized by the revival of a
‘strategic partnership’ between the two nations.12 This strategic partnership was mainly an antiterror coalition: Russia facilitated American anti-terror operations in Central Asia, while America
supported Russia’s war against Chechen rebels.13 American-Russian relations seemed to have taken a
decisive turn for the better.14 However, the strategic partnership would never flourish. At the close of
President Bush’s final term Russia invaded the former Soviet nation, Georgia, and while Russian
troops seized control of the Georgian province of South Ossetia, Bush denounced the move.15 He
claimed that Russia would isolate itself and damage its relationship with the free world.16 Putin, on
the other hand, downplayed Bush’s words and with them the importance of the strategic
partnership.17 With Barack Obama and Dmitry Medvedev ascending to their own presidencies
respectively in 2009 and 2008, American-Russian relations recovered and were once again
stabilized.18 However, during President Obama’s second term new tensions between the two nations
arose and there were again disagreements about former Soviet Nations.19
Historians consider that the ‘Cold War legacy’ and Russia’s power aspirations help explain
why American-Russian relations have remained so intractable since the end of the Cold War. Its
legacy influences American and Russian perceptions of each other: state officials of both countries
still view the other with suspicion.20 As a consequence, America’s strategy towards Russia is still
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influenced by those of the Cold War era, such as containment.21 Furthermore, the bilateral agenda
between the two remains dominated by the hard security issues of the Cold War era, such as
strategic arms control.22 Paradoxically, historians also note that the influence of this legacy has not
been acknowledged by America. President Bush, for example, claimed several times during his
presidency that the Cold War was over. Historian Angela Stent claims that America has regarded
Russia as weak since the fall of the Soviet Union.23 According to Stent, throughout the 1990s this has
fueled a Russian determination not to be treated by America as a junior partner, and has
strengthened Russian aspirations to regain its geopolitical power status.24 Stent calls this the ‘legacy
of the 1990s’.25
A relevant question here is to what degree the failure of the Bush-Putin partnership was
caused by an American underestimation of Russian power politics. In other words, to what extent
was the failure of the American-Russian strategic partnership during George W. Bush’s presidency
(2001-2009) related to an American underestimation of Russian international power politics after
the end of the Cold War? To answer this question this study explores the failure of the Bush-Putin
strategic partnership through the concept of American ‘grand strategy’. Before explaining several
theories that will be used to analyze developments in American-Russian relations, the concept of
grand strategy is explained in the following theoretical framework.

Grand strategy is mainly studied within the discipline of international relations theory (IR). It
is a theory of how a state can best improve its security.26 The term was first used by B.H. Liddell Hart
in 1954, a military theorist, to describe a ‘higher level’ of wartime strategy above the strictly military
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level, by which the nation’s policy-makers coordinate all resources at their disposal.27 Liddell Hart
considered grand strategy to be an essentially political exercise conducted by the highest state
officials, most importantly the president.28 America has only once had a formal grand strategy, during
the Eisenhower administration when a the strategy of containment was formalized as policy within
the Basic National Security Policy.29 However, most American presidents prefer not to form coherent,
prefabricated, binding strategies because international relations are simply too complex.30 In order
to define a nation’s grand strategy historians instead consider the choices and decisions a president
makes in relation to American foreign and national security policy.31 A grand strategy tends to persist
until it is perceived as a failure.32 This generally happens following an international shock event such
as a major war or an electoral turnover that creates new administrations and governing coalitions.33
Ideas about grand strategy have changed over time. During the 1940s the ideas of ‘classical
realists’ were dominant in IR.34 Classical realists presumed that international pressures – most
notably the distribution of power between nations – largely determine a nation’s grand strategy, but
they also understood that cultural factors such as national identity can also have profound effects
upon a nation’s strategic behavior.35 Contemporary realism is known as ‘structural realism’ (referred
to as ‘realism’ in this study) and places emphasis on international pressures, while it tends to
downplay or ignore cultural factors.36 Historian Robert J. Art is an example of a structural realist who
claims that a grand strategy is comprised of a nation’s perceived interests, the threats to these
interests, and military strategies for confronting these threats.37 Historian Barry Posen, also a
structural realist, claims that grand strategy focuses on military threats, because these are the most
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dangerous, and military remedies because these are the costliest.38 Military threats and remedies
include nuclear dynamics, regional or ethnical conflicts and humanitarian intervention.39
Apart from the structural realists, many IR scholars that currently examine grand strategy see
themselves as neoclassical realists. Recent re-engagement with the ideas of classical realists has
given rise to ‘neoclassical realism’, an approach that takes into account both the international system
and the impact of culture and ideas, or ideology.40 Neoclassical realists became dissatisfied with the
explanations of structural realists for changes in grand strategy. Historian Christopher Layne explains
why in The Peace of Illusions (2006). Following the Cold War America was the only remaining
superpower, and it was thus not threatened by any international pressures. Yet paradoxically
American policy-makers still saw the international environment as highly threatening and adjusted
their strategic thinking accordingly.41 According to Layne, ideology should be used to explain this
paradox. Culture can shape grand strategy in several ways. First of all, culture influences the way in
which international events, pressures and conditions are perceived within a state.42 Secondly, culture
provides a set of causal beliefs concerning the pursuit of national interests.43 Thirdly, culture also aids
policy-makers in forming the actual definition of those national interests by providing foreign policy
goals.44 Culture thus determines the strategic choices of policy-makers based on beliefs, perceptions,
and preferences. Neoclassical realists maintain that international pressures remain the most
important factor in the neoclassical school.45 International pressures determine whether a state
needs to adjust its strategy, while ideology determines the preferences of policy-makers for the
chosen strategy.46
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This study will combine the theories of structural and neoclassical realism to explain how
American grand strategy has developed and affected American-Russian relations. Historians, focusing
their research on American-Russian Relations in the post-Cold War era, have often done this from a
realist perspective. They have indicated the Cold War legacy, as well as the legacy of the 1990s, to
explain how America and Russia interact with each other, but they have neglected to explain the role
of American perceptions of Russia. Many neoclassical realist historians have alternately focused their
research on the perceptions of policy-makers and how these have influenced America’s general
grand strategy. However, in the work of neoclassical realists America’s strategy towards specific
countries, including Russia, has remained generally unknown. This thesis will explore a particular
American misperception, namely the underestimation of Russian international power politics, so
neoclassical realist theories will be used to do this. However, the study will also rely on realist
theories because these describe in depth the developments in American-Russian relations following
the Cold War. The study will deal with theories by Colin Dueck, Henry R. Nau, James Goldgeier and
Michael McFaul, and Angela Stent, and the work of these historians will now be elaborated upon.
The term ‘American strategic culture’ was introduced by the neoclassical realist Dueck in
Reluctant Crusaders (2006) in order to describe the role of ideology within American grand strategy.
According to Dueck, since America’s founding, its strategic culture has consisted of two cultural
legacies: American liberal assumptions and limited liability.47 Dueck claims that liberal assumptions –
values such as individual freedom, equality, free enterprise, and majority rule – encourage American
policy-makers to define their foreign policy goals in unusually idealist, expansive, and global terms.48
These liberal assumptions are values that the American state was founded upon49 and because of
them American policy-makers have believed that their country is exceptional and a model for other
countries, and that the American example will lead eventually to the spread of liberal and democratic
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institutions worldwide.50 Limited liability, however, pushes American grand strategy in the opposite
direction, because it discourages American policy-makers from making concrete sacrifices for that
liberal vision and from pursuing idealistic foreign policy goals.51 Limited liability has meant that
America has played less of a role in world affairs throughout history than one would expect given its
considerable international power.52 Dueck is not the only neoclassical realist who has analyzed the
contradictory nature of American strategic culture. Historian Henry R. Nau has called this
phenomenon ‘the separatist self-Image’ of America.53 In At home abroad (2002) Nau claims that this
self-image sharply divides America from the rest of the world. America has seen itself as an
exceptional New World society, but has remained uncomfortable with Europe’s Old World because
its multilateral diplomacy, frequent wars, entangling alliances and economic globalization could
threaten American liberal values.54
According to Dueck and Nau, these cultural legacies have created different ‘strategic
subcultures’ in American foreign policy, and these subcultures determine how policy-makers make
decisions when devising a grand strategy.55 A greater emphasis on liberal assumptions means that
America is more involved in international affairs, while a larger emphasis on limited liability means
quite the opposite. First, there are ‘internationalists’ who are strongly liberal but only weakly
committed to limited liability.56 Internationalists believe in the promotion of American liberal values
internationally, by force if necessary.57 Second, there are ‘nationalists’ who are weakly liberal but
more strongly committed to limited liability.58 Nationalists are reluctant to promote American liberal
values internationally and would rather focus on America’s domestic issues.59 Third, ‘progressives’
are strongly committed to both liberalism and limited liability in strategic affairs.60 Progressives
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believe in promoting liberal values internationally, but not by force.61 Fourth, ‘realists’ are only
weakly committed to both liberalism and limited liability.62 Realist are reluctant to promote liberal
values abroad, but are keen to pursue economic and strategic goals internationally.63
Nau also describes how the contradictory cultural legacies have led to the rise of different
subcultures. Nau distinguishes internationalism, nationalism, and realism.64 Unlike Dueck, Nau does
not distinguish progressivism as a subculture, which suggests that he sees no difference within
internationalism between promoting liberal values forcefully or peacefully. According to Nau,
American foreign policy cycles between phases of realism, internationalism, and nationalism.65 Nau
claims that a major global threat – such as the Cold War – usually leads to a realist phase in foreign
policy, in which America wishes to protect its strategic interests globally.66 The end of a global threat
generally leads to an internationalist phase, and American leaders use this phase to promote liberal
values abroad.67 An internationalist phase is usually followed by a nationalist phase, because
internationalism leads to major commitments abroad and this exhausts American resources.68 This
causes American policy-makers to retreat once again into more limited involvement abroad.
Dueck’s and Nau’s theories are useful for this study not only because they provide a
framework for exploring the beliefs and perceptions of policy-makers, but also because they help to
explain how changes in these beliefs lead to a changes in grand strategic thinking. Historians of
American culture have long acknowledged that liberal values coupled to a reluctance to promote
those values internationally form the cornerstone of American culture. Dueck and Nau also have
theories that enable the exploration of these cultural traits that shape American strategic culture,
and of how American strategic culture in turn gives rise to different subcultures. When one
subculture wins out over another, then grand strategy changes, which itself is a useful phenomenon
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to examine in this study, because when grand strategy changes, this also affects America’s
relationships with individual countries, including Russia.69
Internationalism has been the single most common of the different subcultures and has
comprised the most influential strain of thought among American foreign policy-makers since World
War Two.70 Many historians, including G. John Ikenberry and Andrew Bacevich, agree that ‘liberal
internationalism’ is an important part of America’s grand strategy, and that an internationalist grand
strategy is essential in maintaining a liberal internationalist world order. Institutionalized political
relations, such as those with multilateral institutions like the United Nations (UN), are cited by these
historians as a cornerstone of liberal internationalism. The historian Ikenberry claims that the liberal
internationalist world order was built by and is run by America, and is based upon open, rule-based
relations between states.71 These rule-based relations are organized around organizations with
liberal governance characteristics, such as multilateral institutions.72 The order has a hierarchical
character and America has constructed the rules under which it operates.73 The historian Bacevich
claims that it is America’s strategy to open up the world politically, culturally, and economically, and
that barriers that inhibit the movement of goods, people, capital, and ideas need to be removed.74
Like Ikenberry, Bacevich claims that liberal internationalism is based on the principles of democratic
capitalism, with America as the ultimate enforcer of norms and guarantor of order.75 Bacevich calls
this strategy the ‘strategy of openness’.76
The historians James Goldgeier and Michael McFaul have examined how subcultures
influenced America’s strategy towards Russia during the post-Cold War era. In Power and Purpose
(2003) they make a distinction between two traditions: ‘regime transformers’ and ‘power balancers’.
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These two traditions reflect the subcultures of Dueck and Nau, but they define more specifically how
American strategic culture has influenced American strategy towards Russia. Regime transformers
champion America as a moral force in international politics and believe that the best way to
guarantee American security is to remake the world.77 This is an internationalist strategy as described
by Dueck and Nau. Power balancers focus on the balance of power as a crucial ingredient of the
international system instead, and pursue policies in order to maintain America’s position in the
world.78 According to Goldgeier and McFaul, power balancers have more realist than liberal
tendencies.79 Realism, as described by Goldgeier and McFaul, corresponds to Dueck’s and Nau’s
concepts of realism: all describe it as a strategy with little emphasis on liberal assumptions and
limited liability, promoting instead America’s strategic goals is the most important objective. During
and following the Cold War these traditions have led to different policy approaches towards the
former Soviet Union. Regime transformers believe that America should use its full arsenal of nonmilitary power in order to transform Russia internally.80 Power balancers claim that the Russian
regime does not dictate its international behavior; they believe rather that international pressures
dictate how states behave. Unlike Goldgeier and McFaul, few historians have examined AmericanRussian relations from a neoclassical realist perspective that takes into account how American
perceptions of Russia influence American strategy towards Russia. This makes Goldgeier’s and
McFaul’s theories particularly useful for this study.
Historian Angela Stent has also examined how strategies of realism and internationalism
have been part of America’s strategy towards Russia. Unlike Dueck, Nau, Goldgeier and McFaul,
Stent has examined these relations from a realist perspective and does not explain how American
strategic culture has contributed to shaping American-Russia relations. Instead she describes how
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the Cold War has influenced American strategy towards Russia during the post-Cold War era. She
describes in “America and Russia: Paradoxes of Partnership” (in Russia’s Engagement with the West,
2005) how American strategy has shifted between realism, which focused on promoting American
strategic interests, and interventionism, which focused on liberalism and changing Russia internally.81
She argues that these strategies stem from the Cold War era and still dominate American strategy
today. Stent’s The Limits of Partnership (2015) is also a useful text for this study, being an in-depth
analysis of American-Russian relations since the Cold War. It examines the influence of the Cold War
legacy as well as the legacy of the 1990s. As other historians included in the theoretical framework
do not discuss American-Russian relations in such depth, Stent’s realist theories are a particularly
valuable addition to the theoretical framework.
The above theories will be used to discuss President George W. Bush’s two terms, and Bush
himself will be the most important element of this analysis. The American president generally has a
leading role in shaping grand strategy and puts forward new strategic ideas, while executive officials
help him to narrow down the available options.82 This approach limits the scope of this study: the
role of President Bush’s aides is likely to remain ambiguous if the focus is mainly on the president.
Historians Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay agree that President Bush had a central role in his
administration and that he made important decisions himself. 83 At the same time, Daalder and
Lindsay acknowledge that aides such as Condoleezza Rice and Paul Wolfowitz also had an important
role in assisting Bush to develop a foreign policy vision. Therefore this study will occasionally examine
the role of Bush’s aides and look at how their ideas were reflected in his grand strategy.
Historians generally disagree on the extent to which grand strategy changed under President
Bush. Daalder and Lindsay claim that, following 9/11, the goals of American grand strategy did not
change, although the method of achieving them did.84 America began to rely on unilateral power
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after 9/11 rather than international law and institutions in order exercise its own will.85 Dueck agrees
with Daalder and Lindsay in that American grand strategy changed after 9/11, and shifted from
focusing on the balance of power between states towards American predominance.86 Dueck used a
neoclassical realist approach in order to examine why grand strategy changed after 9/11, and he
concluded that it was caused not so much by international pressures as beliefs and perceptions
within Bush’s administration.87 Historian Christopher Layne claims, on the other hand, that American
grand strategy did not change after 9/11. He emphasizes the goals of American grand strategy in his
research and concludes that geopolitical domination has, since 1940, been the goal of America, and
thus that the grand strategy has been the same since then.88

Methodology
This study is divided into four chapters; in the first three chapters three sub-questions will be
answered. The first chapter analyzes to what extent President Bush’s strategic adjustment following
9/11 influenced the American-Russian strategic partnership. This first question is relevant to
addressing the main question because 9/11 was, according to several historians, both the start of an
adjustment in grand strategy and the strategic partnership. Examining this relationship helps to
determine whether grand strategy was a positive, negative, or neutral factor in establishing the
strategic partnership and resetting American-Russian relations. The next question is: what role did
President Bush’s American strategic culture play in the difficulties that arose in the American-Russian
strategic partnership after the American invasion of Iraq in 2003? The Iraq War was the most visible
and aggressive manifestation of Bush’s new strategy.89 It was also the moment the partnership
began to fray.90 If Bush’s aggressive grand strategy caused the failure of the American-Russian
partnership, then the war and American perceptions of the war presumably contributed to the
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failure of the partnership. The last sub-question is: in what way can the Russian invasion of Georgia
in 2008 be related to Bush’s American strategic culture? Like the Iraq War, the Russo-Georgian War
led to a deterioration of American-Russia relations and, furthermore, ended the partnership. It is
essential to examine how the Bush administration perceived Russia in anticipation of the RussoGeorgian War, because this will reveal how the administration perceived the end of the partnership,
and whether Bush underestimated Russian power politics.
The theoretical framework will be used throughout the chapters of this study. The first
chapter will rely on the theories of Goldgeier and McFaul, Stent, Dueck, Daalder and Lindsay. These
historians have examined the impact of 9/11 on American grand strategy and American-Russian
relations before and after 9/11, and so their theories will be useful in answering the first subquestion. In the second and third chapters primary sources will be analyzed in order to explore
changes in Bush’s grand strategy. This will be performed using Dueck’s, Nau’s, Goldgeier’s and
McFaul’s theories of American strategic culture. Their theories of neoclassical realism will also be
used, as Bush’s grand strategy was mainly influenced by American strategic culture. The findings of
this analysis will then be used to reflect on Stent’s realist theories of the Cold War legacy and the
legacy of the 1990s. However, there is a limitation in the use of this framework when examining
Bush’s underestimation of Russian power politics: the Russian perspective remains largely unknown,
while the Putin administration took an important role in establishing the partnership and also
hastening the deterioration of American-Russian relations. To some extent this limitation can be
addressed using secondary literature. Stent has, for example, also discussed the Russian perspective
in her work. In order to examine whether Russia also has a strategic culture that drives its
relationship with America, a separate study will be necessary.
Throughout these chapters both primary and secondary sources will be consulted. This study
examines many different primary sources: President Bush’s National Security Strategies (NSS
reports), a selection of his speeches on foreign policy, and statements made at press conferences.
Bush produced two NSS reports during his presidency and these documents come closest to a
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formulation of a grand strategy as policy, because they contain the plans for American national
security concerns. The speeches will mainly be selected from “Selected Speeches of President George
W. Bush, 2001-2008”.91 They show how Bush’s foreign policy developed over time and how he
argued for the policy choices he made. They are thus useful for examining the general development
of American grand strategy. Bush’s news conferences are additionally important. In his most
important speeches, Bush did not always comment on his policy towards Russia. In news
conferences, for example during the Bush-Putin summits, journalists often asked him about the state
of American-Russian relations. This makes such sources useful when examining America’s strategy
towards Russia. The news conferences can help determine Russia’s position in America’s overall
strategy.
As stated above, in order to analyze the speeches and the NSS reports, Dueck’s and Nau’s
theories from the theoretical framework will be used. The concepts ‘liberal assumptions’ and ‘limited
liability’ will also be used to determine how American strategic culture developed. They are useful
because they capture America’s most important cultural characteristics, while the theories of Dueck,
Nau, Goldgeier and McFaul can help explain how these lead to a particular grand strategy. In order to
analyze liberal assumptions and limited liability the analysis will focus on whether the speeches and
the NSS reports show dedication in promoting liberal values or reluctance to do so. More specifically,
the speeches need to be analyzed for their overall message concerning liberal values such as
freedom, majority rule, and free enterprise: was Bush reluctant to promote these values abroad or
not? The speeches will also be analyzed for their tone and for the context of their particular
occasions. Using tone, Bush could invoke emotions that shape the message of a speech. The occasion
of the speech can also help to shape its message. Furthermore, it is important to take into account
that the primary sources are different types of documents. While both the NSS reports and speeches
contain the president’s vision, they were issued in different contexts. The selected speeches are
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aimed at different audiences. However, Bush’s news conference statements were directed at
journalists. Concerning the press conference statements, some were given in the presence of
President Putin, making it highly unlikely that President Bush would use language that could upset his
Russian counterpart. The analysis of the news conferences will focus mainly on the general message
concerning American-Russian relations and Bush’s perception of Russia.
The primary sources have limitations, however. For example, plans articulated in speeches
are not necessarily later translated into policies. Thus it is important to determine to what extent
words were later followed up by administrative actions. This is important because actions ultimately
determine a nation’s grand strategy. Secondary sources can also help with this analysis. A further
limitation is that the roles and the influence of presidential aides will not always be explicit from the
speeches. Secondary sources can even help with this also, as several historians have described the
particular roles of President Bush’s aides.
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Chapter 1: The 9/11 Attacks
When George W. Bush took office in January 2001 he promised a strategy of ‘tough realism’
towards Russia.92 In his first few months the most important feature of his Russian policy was a lack
of interest: it had fallen from the core of American foreign policy interests.93 Bush thought that his
predecessor, Bill Clinton, had tried too hard to change Russia and that this had been
counterproductive.94 Instead Bush chose a strategy that did not purport to change Russia‘s domestic
behavior or foreign policy but rather sought to work collaboratively with them on a limited number
of issues that served American interests.95 However, the 9/11 attacks would change American
foreign policy dramatically.96 Bush began to believe in revising the international system by promoting
freedom and democracy through regime change in countries that were hostile to America.97
This chapter will analyze to what extent grand strategy changed after Bush became president
and following the 9/11 attacks, and to what extent these changes contributed to establishing the
Bush-Putin strategic partnership. The realist theories of Angela Stent will be used to examine how
American-Russian relations developed from Clinton to Bush and how the concept of the Cold War
legacy played a role. The neoclassical realist theories of Dueck, Goldgeier and McFaul will also be
used to examine the concept of American strategic culture and how it helped to shape America’s
strategy towards Russia. In this chapter only secondary literature will be discussed.98
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President Bush came to office with the aim of recasting President Clinton’s policies, including
his strategy towards Russia.99 Clinton and Bush had very different views on Russia and the first part
of this chapter will argue that these views stemmed from the Cold War era. Both the realist and
neoclassical realist perspectives can explain how these different strategies towards Russia came into
being and both will be examined in the chapter. While the realist perspective claims that the Cold
War legacy still shaped America’s strategy towards Russia at the beginning of the 21st century, the
neoclassical realist perspective shows that American strategic culture has also had its influence on
America’s Russia strategy.
The realist Angela Stent claims that the Cold War left America with two strategies on Russia.
In her article “America and Russia: Paradoxes of Partnership” she claims that during the Cold War
American policy on Russia shifted between a realist strategy of containment and an interventionist
strategy.100 Containment was a limited strategy designed to engage Russia on several foreign policy
issues that served American interests.101 ‘Interventionism’ was a broader strategy that sought to
change Soviet domestic behavior as well as its foreign policy.102 The containment strategy was
dominant from 1945 until 1969.103 American policy-makers believed that the Soviet Union’s
combination of communist ideology and traditional Russian expansionism was dangerous and
needed to be contained; little attention was paid to trying to change domestic Russian behavior.104
With the onset of the Détente, interventionism became more influential and democratic policymakers insisted on linking Soviet behavior on human rights to trade privileges.105 During President
Carter’s administration more economic legislation was used to punish the Soviet Union for the
treatment of its citizens.106 Following the collapse of the Soviet Union there was no consensus on the
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legacy of the interventionist linkage policy and whether or not it had contributed to the Soviet
collapse.107
Neoclassical realists James Goldgeier and Michael McFaul generally distinguish the same
post-Cold War strategies. In Power and Purpose Goldgeier and McFaul claim that American policymakers have advocated two different strategies for Russia: in one camp are the regime transformers
and in the other are the power balancers.108 Regime transformers – like Stent’s interventionists –
believe an internal transformation of Russia is necessary to guarantee American security.109 They are
driven by liberal assumptions and strongly believe in the American democratic system of
government.110 Power balancers – like Stent’s realists – believe that no effort should be made to
change Russia internally, and that what matters most is the balance of power between Russia and
America. The difference between Stent and Goldgeier and McFaul is that Stent examines the history
of the Cold War to explain why these strategies continued to exist into the 21st century, while
Goldgeier and McFaul use American ideology to explain this. According to Goldgeier and McFaul,
regime transformers and power balancers reflect two deep traditions, within American strategic
culture, of American foreign policy.111 Thus the interventionist and realist strategies originated during
the Cold War and are a legacy from that era, but were ultimately derived from American strategic
culture. This means they are also grounded in longstanding traditions of American ideology. Stent,
Goldgeier and McFaul all claim that these strategies have survived into the 21st century.
Both neoclassical realist and realist perspectives claim that, for America, the end of the Cold
War did not bring any clear strategy towards Russia. Many politicians at the time – including George
H.W. Bush and later Bill Clinton – agreed that a democratic and market-oriented Russia integrated
into Western structures would best serve American interests.112 However, American policy-makers
were still divided over whether they should intervene in Russia’s internal affairs or take a more
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realist approach.113 Furthermore, during the 1990s there were widely differing expectations of what
might become of the former Soviet state.114 At the most optimistic end of the spectrum there were
those who believed that Soviet Russia could transform itself into a post-imperialist, democratic,
market economy.115 At the most pessimistic end there were those who believed Russia could never
move away from authoritarian rule, corruption, economic backwardness, and imperial ambitions.116
Continued economic and political instability fueled fears that Russia was unable to break from its
Soviet past.117
President Bill Clinton was a regime transformer, implying that he believed only a democratic
Russia could lead to long-term peace and a stable relationship.118 He believed also that America
should be involved in Russia’s domestic transformation and integration into Western structures.119
President Clinton was thus determined to pursue policies designed to assist democratic and market
reform in Russia, with the goal of integrating Russia into the Western community.120 His policy on
Russia was highly interventionist: integration into Western structures would necessarily fail without
transformation, making a democratic revolution a prerequisite for joining the West.121 During
Clinton’s administration Russia was denied access to Western structures and organizations, such as
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).122 This is
because Clinton was unwilling to allow Russia to join before economic and political liberalization
were complete.123
Clinton’s Russia policy focused on a close personal relationship with Russian President Boris
Yeltsin.124 During the Cold War close personal ties between American and Russian heads of state had
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been important for American-Russian relations.125 This was due to the fact that both Russia and
America were nuclear powers, which posed grave challenges, and because institutional ties between
the government organizations of the two countries were lacking.126 Clinton believed that Yeltsin was
a crucial factor in Russian transformation; without Yeltsin the democratization of Russia would
certainly fail.127 Ultimately, the relationship was not without problems. Yeltsin would become
increasingly estranged from America, especially when he became more embattled domestically.128
By the end of President Clinton’s administration it had become clear that his strategy
towards Russia had failed. Three events would lead to the collapse of Clinton’s agenda.129 The
Russian financial crisis of 1998 led to disillusionment in the belief that Russia could be transformed
economically.130 The crisis left Russia impoverished and unstable.131 The war over Kosovo in 1999 led
American-Russian relations to deteriorate considerably.132 Yeltsin believed that America wanted to
increase its power in Russia’s sphere of influence, and he felt betrayed by American bombardments
of Serbia.133 While America was at war in Kosovo, Russia invaded Chechnya.134 The Chechen War led
to human rights atrocities and reduced any hope for a democratic transformation.135 These three
events completely stalled Clinton’s Russia policy at the end of his term.136 According to Stent the
legacy of the 1990s, which mainly coincided with Clinton’s presidency, led Clinton to underestimate
Russia’s ambitions, and this contributed to the collapse of his Russia-agenda.
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When President Bush took office American grand strategy did not change. However, Bush
had a different, more realist strategy towards Russia than his predecessor. Bush and his advisers
blamed Clinton’s failure on his interventionist policies; he had tried too hard to change Russia’s
domestic affairs.137 At the same time Clinton was also accused of being too soft on Russia: he had
favored Russia’s corrupt elite and excused ‘Russian brutality’ in Chechnya.138 Goldgeier and McFaul
claim that Bush had promised during his campaign that he would adopt the opposite approach:
tough realism.139 This strategy of realism implied that the importance of Russia’s interior affairs was
downplayed by Bush and his team. There was instead a focus on Russia’s external behavior, which
they believed was chiefly influenced by the balance of power in the international system.140 There
would be no soft-line on Russia because Bush and his team saw the country as dangerous and
erratic.141 Chechnya was an issue that Bush would take a particularly tough stand on.142 Bush argued
Clinton had not done enough to condemn human rights atrocities in the Russian federal subject.143
An end would also come to Clinton’s over-personalized approach, as Bush claimed that the
administration’s embrace of Yeltsin was a problem.144 Stent agrees with Goldgeier and McFaul, and
adds that Condoleezza Rice – Bush’s adviser on foreign policy during the campaign – had a major
influence on these policies.145 She urged Bush to end the overemphasis on personal ties between
Russian and American leaders.146
Historians have debated whether the transition from Clinton to Bush constituted a shift in
America’s general grand strategy. Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay claim that Bush’s foreign policy was
both conventional and ‘Anything but Clinton’.147 This means that the core of American foreign policy
did not change; like Clinton, Bush was devoted to classical liberal ideas. President Bush – like all his
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predecessors since World War II – believed that America should play an active role in world affairs.148
What also made Bush conventional was the fact that he was devoted to creating and maintaining an
open and integrated international order dominated by America.149 Like Clinton, Bush was a firm
believer in free trade and globalization.150 He also thought that America should promote democracy
overseas by using open markets.151
Colin Dueck claims that the Bush presidency began with a few minor, or ‘second-order
changes’ in grand strategy.152 A major change in grand strategy is a massive shift in the scale of
strategic commitments; a second-order change is a less fundamental alteration, for example an
increase or decrease in military spending.153 Dueck mentions the following changes: the new
administration had an emphasis on military preparedness, greater power politics, and concrete
national interests.154 Bush moved further away from Clinton’s liberal internationalism and was
skeptical of multilateralism and humanitarian interventions.155 He also vowed to be more cautious
when sending troops abroad.156 Overall, the implication was that Bush would favor a more modest
and pragmatic strategy than Clinton, and his foreign policy would be based on realism and limited
liability.157 This meant that people expected Bush to avoid major commitments abroad and focus on
more modest strategic goals internationally.
Unlike Dueck, Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay claim that Bush’s first few months in office
presented a significant shift. This is because of how he saw America’s role in the world. Even when
the core of American foreign policy remained unchanged, one particular point made Bush quite
different from his predecessor: his rationale concerning how America should act in the world.158 This
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rationale that affected Bush’s foreign policy can be best labeled ‘hegemonic’.159 The most important
idea in hegemonic thinking is that America’s immense power and its readiness to wield it is the key
to securing American interests in the world.160 It was not until the 9/11 attacks, however, that this
hegemonic thinking would be converted into a more assertive grand strategy.161 Bush’s policy
regarding Russia can in part be explained by hegemonic thinking. One of the premises of Bush’s
hegemonic rationale was that the world is a dangerous place.162 This is why he criticized Clinton’s
policy on Russia: the idea that Russia could change was simply too idealistic.163 Bush and his advisers
saw Russia instead as a threat to America and its European allies.164

Early in the administration it seemed that Bush and his team would follow through on the
strategy of confrontational, tough realism concerning Russia.165 Officials in President Bush’s
administration took tough lines on Chechnya, and on Russia’s relations with rogue states.166 For
example, the Chechen prime minister in exile, Ilyas Akhmadov, received political asylum in America
following a meeting with a senior State Department official, much to Russia’s irritation.167 A more
confrontational strategy was also signaled by rumors that America should cut assistance programs to
Russia, including the Nunn-Lugar program, which was subsidizing Russia’s military.168
Stent, Goldgeier and McFaul are in agreement that Bush’s policy towards Russia in his first
months was mainly characterized by the scant attention it received. Goldgeier and McFaul claim that
this was a break from his two predecessors. While George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton largely focused
on Russia, Bush Jr. did not.169 In his first six months President Bush appeared to downgrade the
American-Russian relationship on several fronts, strengthening instead relations with America’s allies
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in Europe and Asia.170 In addition, Russia’s position in the State Department Bureaucracy was
downgraded. The Bush administration abolished the Office of the Newly Independent State, which
meant that Russia no longer had its own bureau in the State Department.171 From that point onwards
Russia and all the former Soviet states would become part of the Bureau of European and Eurasian
Affairs.172 Bush also abolished the American-Russian Joint Commission on Economic and
Technological Cooperation.173 These downgrading measures in foreign policy concerning Russia
indicated the tough line that was being taken.174
According to Goldgeier and McFaul, President Bush began to shift his Russia policy more
towards the approach taken by President Clinton shortly before 9/11. Bush decided to embrace a
policy of personal engagement with Vladimir Putin during the spring and summer of 2001.175 This
strategy was similar to Clinton’s personalized approach, although Bush had different goals in mind.176
Clinton had believed that his friendliness would help Russia’s internal transformation.177 Bush hoped
instead that a close personal relationship with Putin might secure Russian acceptance for American
withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.178 Withdrawal from the treaty would allow
the building of a defense system against ballistic missiles, possibly fired from states such as North
Korea or Iraq.179 Thus during Bush’s and Putin’s first meeting, only a few months before 9/11, Bush
went out of his way to praise Putin, and issues like Chechnya were not publicly discussed.180 This was
still a realist strategy because it was limited and was aimed at engaging Russia in issues of interest to
America. It was also a continuity of the Cold War precedent to build American-Russian relations upon
close personal ties between American and Russian leaders.
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The 9/11 attacks
The 9/11 attacks marked the start of an adjustment in American grand strategy, and this new
strategy provided America and Russia with the opportunity to establish their strategic partnership.
The remainder of this chapter will argue that while the Bush administration believed that America
and Russia had moved past the Cold War, America’s strategy was still heavily influenced by the Cold
War legacy.
According to the historian G. John Ikenberry, following 9/11 the Bush administration
embarked on the most ambitious rethinking of American grand strategy since World War Two.181
Whether 9/11 was such a clear break with the past or not is still contested among historians. What
can be concluded from scholarly work is that the essentials of American foreign policy did not
change. After 9/11 America was still dedicated to creating an open and integrated world.182 However,
9/11 was a shock to Bush, his administration, and the public, and it opened up a window of
opportunity for another strategy.183 The goals of American grand strategy were still the same:
working together with America’s democratic allies in Europe and Asia to promote peace, democracy,
and free trade globally.184 What had changed was how to achieve these things.185 Ikenberry describes
Bush’s new strategy in the following way: “At the heart of the Bush doctrine was the proposition that
America would act directly – and alone if necessary – in pursuit of global security threats that it itself
identified, and in this struggle countries were either with the United States or against it”.186 The
United States would stand above the global order and use its unrivaled power to enforce security
and order.187 President Bush’s new strategy rested on his hegemonic beliefs: first, the world is a
dangerous place, and the best way to ensure America’s safety is to shed the constraints imposed by
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allies or multilateral institutions.188 Second, America should use force to change the status quo.189
There were commonalities between these hegemonic beliefs and the subculture of internationalism:
both meant changing the international system. However, the hegemonic worldview was inspired
more by fear, while internationalism was driven by the liberal assumptions of American strategic
culture.
The shift towards a new strategy needs to be understood as a process. It was not until later
in the Bush administration that it would become fully developed, and the Iraq War epitomized the
strategy.190 The first phase of the War on Terror – the war in Afghanistan – was less controversial and
less of a departure from the old strategy.191 At the time of the war in Afghanistan there was still a
debate about alternative strategies. Ikenberry described these in his 2001 article “American grand
strategy in the age of terror”. According to Ikenberry, shortly after 9/11 there were two distinct
strategies competing for primacy.192 One was liberal multilateralism, based on the idea of American
security through promoting the liberal international world order organized around democracies,
open markets, and multilateral institutions.193 The second was a more unilateral or even imperial
strategy, based on a realist vision of American interests.194 In 2001, Ikenberry claims, the Bush
administration spoke with a mixed message on grand strategy. It reaffirmed basic aspects of the
multilateral economic and security order and America’s leadership position in it, but there was also
deep skepticism about this strategy and a preference for a unilateral approach within the
administration.195 Even after the war in Afghanistan there were still alternative strategies available.196
9/11 also had consequences for American-Russian relations and American grand strategy
towards Russia. Above all, 9/11 generally brought American and Russian strategic interests closer.197
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Both countries had suffered tremendously from Islamic terrorism.198 Both hoped to oust the Taliban
regime in Afghanistan and crush al Qaeda; for Russia this was relevant since al Qaeda was aiding the
Chechen rebels.199 With the Russian public the attacks led to an outpouring of sympathy for the
American victims.200 The attacks thus offered a chance to move beyond the impasse of the Clinton
administration.201
The relationship between Presidents Putin and Bush also seemed to deepen.202 The reset of
American-Russian relations was initiated by Putin.203 He was the first foreign leader to call Bush and
expressed his sympathy as a leader from a country that had also suffered from terrorist attacks.204 In
the months following Putin promised that Russia would assist America in the war against
terrorism.205 He also pledged that Russia would share intelligence with American intelligence
agencies, and would open up Russian airspace for flights to provide humanitarian assistance.206 He
would work also with Russia’s Central Asian allies to provide the same airspace access for America,
would participate in international search and rescue efforts, and increase support for the anti-Taliban
Northern Alliance in Afghanistan.207 In addition, Putin made no objections to two American military
bases in central Asia, thus enabling America to establish two temporary bases in Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan.208
These pledges of Putin’s resulted in an assumption by the Bush administration that the Cold
War was over, but for Putin there was a deeper reason behind his strategy. Putin’s rhetoric indicated
that Russia was with America.209 For Putin to allow the American military to operate in the former
Soviet states in central Asia amounted to a historic change in Russian foreign policy.210 Since the
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collapse of the Soviet Union Russia had resented American presence in its backyard.211 Putin’s
ultimate goal was to restore Russia’s formidable power status.212 As previously stated, during the
1990s it became Russia’s goal to regain its power status. According to Deborah Welch Larson and
Alexia Shevchenko, Russia had initially sought this status through acceptance of Western capitalist
norms.213 But during the Clinton presidency Russia was denied integration into Western structures
and organizations.214 The terrorist attacks allowed Putin to reframe Russia’s identity and to align with
America, thus showing that Russia was an equal, indispensable partner.215
Bush took the opportunity of enlisting Russia’s help in the War on Terror and they formed a
partnership against fundamental Islam.216 According to Angela Stent this partnership was based on
six premises. Russia’s prime importance lay in its ability to assist in the War on Terror, and in return
America remained silent on Russia’s domestic issues, such as human rights violations in Chechnya.217
America would also reward Russia by facilitating one of Putin’s primary goals: economic
modernization and integration into the global economy, by offering for example to accelerate World
Trade Organization (WTO) membership.218 Despite this anti-terrorist alliance Bush still pressured
Putin over ties with aggressor states such as North Korea.219 Although there were some
disagreements over these issues, Putin was regarded as a reliable partner.220 Russian assistance
programs would be retained or even increased.221
Bush’s overall grand strategy is described by Goldgeier and McFaul as ‘selective Wilsonian’,
referring to Woodrow Wilson’s policies for promoting liberal values internationally.222 This new grand
strategy made the promotion of liberty around the world an explicit American national security
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interest.223 But liberty was only promoted selectively in a handful of authoritarian states that
threatened American interests.224 These descriptions are however accurate regarding America’s
strategy towards the Middle East. For example, Bush waged war in Afghanistan for freedom, but
supported longtime American allies such as Egypt.225 However, his strategy towards Russia can best
be described as realism because there was limited engagement with Russia and no focus on liberal
values.226 Putin was rewarded by Bush for immediately choosing the American side in the War on
Terror.227 After Bush and Putin established their partnership, America did not commit itself to
participating in Russia’s internal transformation.228 In this sense the American grand strategy towards
Russia was still essentially realism and not Wilsonian.229 It was not however the tough realism that
Bush had promised when he took office.
While a realist strategy was still a departure from the Clinton era there were also some
striking continuities. Stent demonstrates that the American-Russian security agenda resembled the
agenda of the 1990s and can be considered another legacy of this decade.230 At the same time it was
also a continuation of the Cold War era, as many hard security issues still dominated the agenda.
After the Taliban was removed from power Russia and America had pressing issues to work on,
including nonproliferation, missile defense, counterterrorism, and Russia’s WTO accession.231 Some
issues that had been the subject of disagreements between the two nations for more than ten years,
such as missile defense, NATO enlargement, and Russian ties to Iran, remained problematic.232 None
of these issues however led to problems at the onset of the strategic partnership.
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In December 2001 Bush notified Putin that he was going to withdraw America from the ABM
Treaty, which occurred six months later.233 Russia had objected to American withdrawal because
arms control had been the cornerstone of American-Russian relations, enabling Russia to interact
with America as an equal.234 Russia was also suspicious of the goals of missile defense installations
and whether they would really be aimed at Iran and North Korea.235 Putin and many other Russian
officials disapproved of this unilateral act, but there were no immediate negative consequences for
the strategic partnership.236
A move towards downgrading arms control was the next stage for America and Russia.237
During Bush’s first visit to Moscow he and Putin signed the Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty
(SORT) or Moscow Treaty.238 According to Stent this treaty was minimalistic but it was also the high
point of the American-Russian strategic partnership.239 The treaty committed both parties to
reducing the aggregate number of deployed strategic nuclear warheads to between 1700 and 2200
by December 2012.240 This was the largest reduction in strategic nuclear weapons ever codified in an
international agreement, although there was no obligation on either side to destroy the weapons.241
In the same year the SORT treaty was signed NATO enlargement was also on the agenda.242
There was little interest in the Bush administration for seriously considering NATO membership for
Russia.243 Instead the Bush administration decided to work on a special relationship between NATO
and Russia.244 The NATO-Russia Council was established in May 2002 and it offered Russia a seat on
the table for joint decision-making on issues such as terrorism.245 In 2002 it was also decided that
from 2004 onwards NATO would admit several former Soviet states, namely Estonia, Latvia,
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Lithuania, Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia.246 This decision in particular would lead to
resentment in Russia and gave the impression that America had ignored Russian interests.247 Like
Clinton, Bush underestimated Russia’s ambitions.

Conclusion
The transition between President Bill Clinton and President George W. Bush did not bring a
new American grand strategy globally until 9/11, according to the secondary literature examined.
However, there was a shift in America’s strategy towards Russia when Bush ascended to the
presidency. While Clinton’s strategy on Russia was interventionist, Bush adopted a realist strategy.
These strategies had originated in the Cold War and were influenced by American strategic culture.
The 9/11 attacks provided the opportunity for the Bush administration to adjust American grand
strategy and it became more idealistic and assertive. The new strategy also provided America and
Russia with the opportunity to work together in the War on Terror and the two nations established a
strategic partnership. The Bush administration interpreted this as a sign that the Cold War was finally
over. However, America’s strategy toward Russia was still heavily influenced by the Cold War legacy
and the bilateral agenda between the two countries was still dictated by Cold War issues such as
nonproliferation.
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Chapter 2: The Iraq War
More than two years after the war in Afghanistan the War on Terror remained the most
important aspect of George W. Bush’s foreign policy.248 The war in Afghanistan had brought Bush and
Putin together but when discussing the war against terrorism in Iraq they were not talking from the
same script.249 With the start of the war in Iraq (March 19, 2003) the partnership between America
and Russia began to fray.250 This chapter will examine the problems of the American-Russian
strategic partnership through the concept of grand strategy during the Iraq War. For Russia regime
change in the Middle East was unacceptable, while America had made it a goal of its grand
strategy.251 Although the American-Russian strategic partnership was built on working together in
the War on Terror, the nations were unable to do this in Iraq.
This chapter will examine how grand strategy developed before and after the war. Concepts
used to analyze primary sources in this chapter include Daalder’s and Lindsay’s hegemonic worldview
and Dueck’s liberal assumptions. In discussing American-Russian relations the realist perspective will
be used and the following concepts are important for this perspective: the legacy of the 1990s and
the Cold War legacy. The time period discussed in this chapter comprises late 2001 until mid-2003.
This timeframe allows us to examine grand strategy developments after the war in Afghanistan. The
period between the war in Afghanistan and the release of Bush’s first National Security Strategy
(September 2002) will be examined on the basis on four speeches. These speeches contain President
Bush’s most elaborate remarks on America’s grand strategy before releasing the NSS. After
discussing the NSS three speeches in anticipation of the war will be examined. They comprise Bush’s
speech before the UN general assembly, the State of the Union of 2003, as well as remarks on the
future of Iraq in February 2003. The chapter will also make use of remarks made during a press
conference during the 2003 Bush-Putin summit.
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Grand Strategy after Afghanistan
In chapter 1 it was stated that the shift towards Bush’s new grand strategy needs to be
understood as a process. Even after the first phase of the War on Terror – the war in Afghanistan –
there were still many directions in which grand strategy could go. Many expected that America
would adopt a long-term strategy of bringing those to justice who had played a role in 9/11 in order
to prevent future attacks.252 With the Iraq War – the second phase of the War on Terror – grand
strategy would take an aggressive and idealistic direction.253 The first part of this chapter will explain
how the 2002 NSS acquired its assertive form; as a result of Bush’s hegemonic worldview and the
liberal assumptions of American strategic culture. Part of the new grand strategy was an extremely
negative view of rogue states, which caused the Bush administration to view Russia more favorably.
The Address at the Citadel on December 11, 2001 was one of the first occasions that Bush
had discussed America’s future strategy following the war in Afghanistan. The date of the address
was symbolic: the speech was given precisely three months after the 9/11 attacks. The place was also
symbolic: the speech was given at the Citadel, the military college of South Carolina, and the
audience consisted of the South Carolina Cadet Corp.254 Bush mentioned in the address that he had
also spoken on the future of American security at the Citadel during his campaign two years
earlier.255 It was thus a fitting place, time, and audience for the president to make statements
concerning America’s future strategy.
Bush claimed in the speech that the War on Terror was a new development, a new chapter in
the story of America that required a new strategy. The speech cast the War on Terror in a wider
historical context; he compared the threat of terrorism to America’s past challenge of World War
Two.256 Bush did this by first recalling how America had reshaped the world after World War Two. He
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then introduced the War on Terror as “another dividing line in our lives and in the life of our
nation”.257 It was thus the new great cause, but Bush also acknowledged that the world had changed.
In the speech he claimed that 9/11 had shattered the illusion that America was safe in the world it
had created.258 He stated: “To win this war we have to think differently”.259 Thinking differently
meant developing a new strategy, and Bush explained parts of this new grand strategy in the
address.
In the speech Bush claimed that the possibility of working together with other nations was
unprecedented and should be part of the new strategy. Terrorism had contributed to the end of
division between nations: “all at once, a new threat to civilization is erasing old lines of rivalry and
resentment between nations”.260 According to Bush the vast majority of nations were on the same
side in the War on Terror, including great powers like China and Russia.
Overall, the tone of speech was mainly positive and determined. Bush was especially hopeful
on the possibilities of collaborating with other nations in the War on Terror. He saw this as a chance
“to write a hopeful chapter in human history”.261 When it came to fighting terrorism Bush was
steadfast; he warned the terrorists: “America and our friends will meet this threat with every
method at our disposal. We will discover and destroy sleeper cells”.262
Central to Bush’s new strategy was the idea that rogue states were extremely dangerous
because their actions could lead to mass terror. In his Address at the Citadel Bush claimed that the
greatest threats to America were rogue states, their support for terrorism, and their acquisition of
weapons of mass destruction.263 In the State of the Union of 2002 Bush elaborated on these rogue
states. This State of the Union is especially known as the speech in which Bush coined the
controversial term ‘axis of evil’.264 Some commentators have claimed Bush had no evidence that
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these so-called axis of evil states possessed weapons of mass destruction or supported terrorist
organizations in any way that could justify actions against them.265 In the State of the Union Bush
branded North Korea, Iraq, and Iran as the axis of evil.266 He explained why these nations were a
threat to the world: “By seeking weapons of mass destruction, these regimes pose a grave and
growing danger. They could provide these arms to terrorists, giving them the means to match their
hatred”.267 In the speech Bush emphasized that the War on Terror was only just beginning and that it
had a worldwide scope, taking in 60 countries.268
Bush also hinted for the first time at the possibility of making a pre-emptive strike in his 2002
State of the Union Address. The president claimed: “I will not wait on events, while dangers gather.
(…) The United States will not permit the world’s most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the
world’s most destructive weapons”.269 This was a warning to other nations: if they did not stand up
to rogue nations, then America would.270 Bush justified the pre-emptive strike partly through the
image he created of the terrorist. The tone and vision he used to portray his enemies was dark. This
was apparent in a passage towards the end of the speech: “Our enemies send other’s people
children on missions of suicide and murder. They embrace tyranny and death as a cause and a
creed”.271 Bush’s speech invoked fear, yet he was also hopeful, especially on the future of the newly
liberated Afghanistan and the prospects of working with other nations. On the possibilities of
working with other great powers Bush stated: “America is working with Russia and China and India in
ways we have never done before, to achieve peace and prosperity”.272 Since rogue states were now
the main threat to America and were considered evil forces, American policy-makers acquired more
favorable views from Russia and other great powers. In Chapter 1 it was stated that Bush saw Russia
as dangerous when he began his first term. This view had now been completely reversed.
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The State of the Union reflected the views of the hardliners in the Bush administration,
including Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, and Paul Wolfowitz. According to Colin Dueck several
members of the administration were genuinely concerned that nuclear weapons could fall into the
hands of terrorists, especially in Iraq.273 Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay agree with Dueck on this point
and add that it was Vice President Cheney particularly who was concerned about a terrorist attack
with nuclear weapons.274 Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz and Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld
had for a long time argued that regime change in Iraq was necessary, and following the war in
Afghanistan Cheney joined them.275 However, while the hawks had an important role advising
President Bush, he ultimately made the decisions regarding America’s strategy.276 Bush thus took the
leading role in adjusting American grand strategy.
While the State of the Union emphasized a dark vision in order to justify a new strategy,
liberal assumptions were also a driving force behind the strategy. There was less emphasis on liberal
assumptions in the State of the Union, but Bush touched upon these in his speech at a forum,
‘Promoting Compassionate Conservatism’ on April 30, 2002. According to Bush compassionate
conservatism was his philosophy and his approach to governing.277 In this speech the influence of
American strategic culture on grand strategy was shown. He stated that “America has always had a
special mission to defend justice and advance freedom around the world”.278 The president claimed
that the war in Afghanistan and the War on Terror were a part of this mission.279 He invoked
‘American exceptionalism’, which is the belief America had had a special mission and an ability to set
an example to the rest of the world since its founding.280 The president used a comparison to
position himself within this American history. For example, he mentioned Franklin Roosevelt’s four
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freedoms – freedom of speech and religion, and freedom from fear and want – and claimed that
whenever America fights for the security of its country it also fights for these liberal values.281 The
War on Terror should thus be regarded as a war for American liberal values which is part of a greater
American mission.
Bush assembled his most important ideas concerning grand strategy at a commencement
speech at the United States Military Academy of West Point in New York. He chose his audience,
which consisted of a new generation of graduating officers that would join the military during the
War on Terror, in order to launch the strategy of the future. Bush justified the new strategy by
claiming that it was America’s historic duty to fight the War on Terror. The president began by
comparing the War on Terror to World War Two and the Cold War.282 He pointed out that in the past
graduating officers had helped to fulfill missions in these wars and then suggested that history now
calls upon the new generation to fulfill its duty in the War on Terror.283 Bush justified the War on
Terror with American exceptionalism, claiming that fighting for freedom and peace is “America’s
opportunity and America’s duty”.284
With his dark vision of the rogue states Bush fully embraced the position of the hawks. At
West Point Bush argued that small groups of terrorists could attain catastrophic power.285
Concerning rogue states he claimed that “the gravest danger to freedom lies at the perilous
crossroads of radicalism and technology”.286 With this statement he articulated again his belief that
rogue states are dangerous because they could provide terrorist groups with nuclear weapons. To
meet this threat he claimed that strategies of deterrence and containment were no longer adequate
options.287 According to Bush enemies such as terrorists could not be deterred.288 He then hinted
again at the possibility of using a pre-emptive strike, claiming that the battle has to be taken to the
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enemy.289 This again reflected the position of the hawks in his administration, such as Wolfowitz and
Cheney. Secretary of State Colin Powell, who was the most significant dove in Bush’s cabinet, was
still in favor of a containment strategy towards Iraq.290
During the address Bush repeated his claims about the possibilities of working with other
nations: “We have our best chance since the rise of the nation state in the 17th century to build a
world where the great powers compete in peace instead of prepare for war”.291 This vision of
cooperation between great powers derives from the idea that great powers are united by the threat
of terrorism and rogue states. Bush added to this, saying that great powers are also increasingly
united by common values instead of divided by conflicting ideologies.292 These ideological divides
that characterized the Cold War era belonged to the past.293 At West Point Bush claimed that Russia
was reaching towards democracy, and this in effect contributed to the idea that ideological divides
were in the past.294 This statement was too optimistic; according to Angela Stent Russia actually
moved further away from democracy during Bush’s presidency. Following the Iraq War in particular,
Putin would not allow the outcome of presidential elections be left to chance.295 This speech again
showed that Bush viewed Russia much more favorably as a result of the War on Terror.
In Chapter 1 it was stated that Bush adhered to a hegemonic worldview, and this was also
shown in the speeches. According to Daalder and Lindsay, two of the main propositions of
hegemonic adherents are that the world is a dangerous place, and that self-interested nation states
are the main actors in it.296 The hegemonic argument also contends that America is an immense
power and has the willingness to wield this power.297 These propositions were propagated by the
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hawks of the Bush administration and were included in the speeches. This hegemonic worldview
ultimately led to justifying a pre-emptive strike. The West Point commencement speech featured the
notion of a pre-emptive strike most prominently when Bush claimed that deterrence and
containment were no longer relevant strategies. He began arguing for the pre-emptive strike option
when he started to attribute catastrophic abilities to rogue states and terrorists. To the claims of
Daalder and Lindsay it must be added that liberal values were secondary to Bush’s hegemonic faith in
influencing his strategy.

The National Security Strategy of 2002 was the fullest elaboration of Bush’s new grand
strategy.298 This NSS articulated the idea that the world order had moved on from the Cold War and
that a new 21st century struggle had begun. The document begins: “The great struggles of the 20th
century between liberty and totalitarianism ended with a decisive victory for the forces of freedom –
and a single sustainable model for success: freedom, democracy, and free enterprise”.299 Bush
claimed that these American liberal values had been superior during World War Two and the Cold
War and had since become uncontested. The NSS also acknowledged that there was a new threat;
there had been a shift from conquering states to failing states.300 According to the NSS the gravest
danger was now “at the crossroads of radicalism and technology”.301 Failing states or rogue states
are not just dangerous because they harbor terrorists, but because they could provide weapons of
mass destruction to these terrorists.302 To counter this threat deterrence or containment were no
longer seen as adequate strategies, as terrorists are not risk-averse and cannot be deterred.303 The
NSS also justified the pre-emptive strike. The threat of terrorists armed with nuclear weapons was so
destructive that America could not allow such enemies to strike first.304 Most of these points Bush
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had already articulated in his West Point address, but this was the first time there was a clear
statement concerning the pre-emptive strike. While Bush had already hinted in the speeches that
America could use the pre-emptive strike in the future, it became fully adopted as a policy in the NSS.
With the pre-emptive strike and interventionism, the NSS articulated – for the first time –
how America could beat rogue states. The NSS embraced an interventionist strategy for America: it
was part of the America’s strategy to remake the world, by force if necessary.305 It was acknowledged
that America was the most powerful nation on earth: “The United States possesses unprecedented –
and unequaled – strength and influence in the world. Sustained by faith in the principles of liberty,
and the value of a free society, this position comes with unparalleled responsibilities, obligations and
opportunities”.306 The central opportunity that America had was to remake the world in its image,
and the way to achieve this was to spread freedom, open markets, and democracy. The NSS argued:
“We will actively work to bring the hope of democracy, development, free markets, and free trade to
every corner of the world”.307 On the level of foreign policy this meant that America would speak out
against human rights violations, use foreign aid to support nations moving towards democracy,
promote democracy in bilateral relations, and take special efforts against repressive governments.308
The NSS relied on liberal internationalism, but it simultaneously undermined that liberal
internationalism because it opened up the possibility for unilateralism. This ambivalence was
justified by a preference for multilateralism through acting in coalitions of able and willing states,
while unilateralism was presented instead as a measure of last resort.309 On one hand the NSS
propagated liberal values such as freedom, democracy, and free enterprise and proposed
strengthening these values through international institutions. For example, international
organizations could help to develop regions prone to conflict and the Bush administration hoped this
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would lead to the rejection of terrorism.310 On the other hand unilateralism and the pre-emptive
strike were central to the NSS. When it came to defending America against rogue states and
terrorists, America “will not hesitate to act alone if necessary”.311 This meant that America could
bypass an organization like the UN if it wished to take action against rogue states. This possibility
would mean America undermining liberal internationalism because it would act unilaterally, outside
of any institutionalized political relations.
In the NSS it was acknowledged that good relations with other great powers were necessary,
although there were some doubts about working with Russia. The introduction stated: “we will
preserve the peace by building good relations among the great powers”.312 Good international
relations were needed because America needed partners in the War on Terror. Forming coalitions
was certainly considered possible because the great powers were on the same side in the battle
against terrorism, and because they were increasingly united by common values.313 According to the
NSS several great powers – Russia, China, and India – were in the midst of an internal transition, and
were expected to become more democratic.314 It was also stated that Russia was no longer a
strategic adversary and that America was building a mutual strategic partnership.315 However, the
NSS also mentioned limits to this partnership.316 The former Soviet nation is described as weak, and
the only way to gain strength would be to move towards an open-market democracy.317 Russia’s
weakness limited the opportunities for cooperation, according to the NSS.318 These statements
indicated that America’s strategy towards Russia had shifted slightly from realism to interventionism.
As stated in the introduction, interventionists believe that the nature of Russia’s regime does matter,
and that America should attempt to transform Russia into a democracy. The NSS implies that
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although the character of Russia’s regime matters, it does not include any measures for pushing
Russia towards democracy other than limited cooperation.
While the NSS still articulated liberal internationalist values, it also pushed American grand
strategy towards the imperial approach. In Chapter 1 it was stated that historians have debated
whether Bush’s strategy changed after 9/11. It was concluded that the essentials of foreign policy did
not change, but that there was a window of opportunity for a new strategy. From analyzing the NSS
it can be concluded that renouncing deterrence and containment, and adopting unilateralism and
the pre-emptive strike as official policy, were the most important strategic innovations. As related in
Chapter 1, the historian Ikenberry claimed that following 9/11 there were two strategies competing
for primacy: liberal internationalism and a more imperial strategy. The latter became more dominant
in anticipation of the Iraq War.

The NSS provided America with two options on Russia concerning Iraq: to act unilaterally in
the war, which involved leaving Russia to one side, or try to enlist Russia as a partner in the war.
Within the Bush administration the goal of regime change in Iraq was widely shared, but there were
differences on how to achieve this.319 The hawks in the administration believed that regime change
in Iraq would be easy, especially as America was much stronger militarily.320 Secretary of State Colin
Powell, however, favored a strategy of containment towards Iraq in order to force regime change.321
With the support of a united international community, Powell believed that Saddam could be forced
to relinquish his nuclear weapons.322 After some debate within his administration, Bush decided to
wage the first phase of his campaign against Iraq at the UN.323 With this decision Bush initially
followed Powell’s strategy by working within a multilateral framework. This might seem surprising, as
Bush’s speeches had reflected the position of the hawks. That Bush chose this strategy can be
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explained by the fact that working with other nations could make the Iraq War easier for America. As
the NSS had stated, there was a preference for multilateralism and working with coalitions. Going to
the UN first gave Bush the opportunity to assemble a coalition.
On September 12, 2002 Bush delivered an address to the United Nations General Assembly
for making the case for enforcing the UN resolutions that Iraq had failed to live up to. In the speech,
targeted at an international audience, Bush claimed that “our principles and our security are
challenged today by outlaw groups and regimes that accept no law of morality”.324 By using the word
‘our’ he argued that nations had a common interest in dealing with rogue states. He then went on to
argue why action against Iraq was necessary. The president did this by listing all of Saddam Hussein’s
broken promises to the UN, including his refusal to give UN inspectors unrestricted access for
verifying Iraq’s commitment to rid itself of weapons of mass destruction.325 Bush ended the list of
broken promises with a rhetorical question: “We know Saddam Hussein pursued weapons of mass
murder even when inspectors were in his country. Are we to assume that he stopped when they
left?”326 He then concluded the UN should not take this risk.327
The speech before the UN general assembly was rather different than those discussed in the
first part of this chapter. While Bush still painted a dark vision of Iraq, this speech appealed to logic
rather than to fear, because he relied mainly on a fact-based overview of how Saddam Hussein had
repeatedly disrespected UN resolutions, and he then argued this had made Iraq a threat to all UN
members. Bush claimed in his speech that he had a preference for multilateralism in dealing with
Iraq.328 However, the speech was decidedly an ultimatum and he also warned that his administration
would act unilaterally: “the purposes of the United States should not be doubted. The Security
Council resolutions will be enforced – the just demands of peace and security will be met – or action
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will be unavoidable”.329 Here Bush claimed that the resolutions the UN had taken in the past – and
that had been broken by Saddam – needed to be enforced, or America would take action.

The Russian perspective
For Russia, supporting America in the Iraq War was unacceptable. While there were several
reasons for Russia not to support its strategic partner, it will be argued here that the most important
one was concerned with American grand strategy: the strategy for Iraq was at odds with Russia’s
great power ambitions.
After President Bush’s UN speech there was no unanimity on Iraq in the international
community. Nevertheless all members of the Security Council voted in favor of UN Resolution 1441
in November 2002.330 This would give Saddam a final opportunity to destroy his weapons of mass
destruction or face “serious consequences”.331 After this resolution was passed Bush sought to
secure support for an attack against Iraq, both from Russia and America’s European allies.332 France
and Germany made it clear that they would vote against military action if Iraq refused to comply with
Resolution 1441.333 Russia had three options: support America, remain uninvolved like China, or form
a ‘coalition of the unwilling’ with France and Germany.334 With both America as well as France and
Germany wooing Russia, Putin had considerable leverage.335 Historians Stent, Daalder and Lindsay
agree that America could have done more to ensure Russia’s support in the War in Iraq that. Stent
claims that there were no high-level American visits to Iraq, and neither was Putin engaged directly
by the Americans.336 Daalder and Lindsay add that America did not exert a great deal of pressure on
all members of the Security Council. 337 However, Stent does not believe it likely that Russia would
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have joined the American campaign in Iraq, even if America had tried harder to ensure their
support.338
There were several reasons for Russia’s opposition to the American War in Iraq. First,
America and Russia need to be understood as two great powers with opposing goals internationally.
America had presented itself in the NSS as a revisionist power; it wished to remake the world in its
own image. Russia, on the other hand, was a status quo power.339 Interestingly, this meant that the
Cold War situation had been completely reversed: during the Cold War it had been the Soviet Union
that was seeking global regime change.340 Following the Cold War, and increasingly after the 9/11
attacks, Russia had begun to advocate non-interference in the affairs of other countries.341
Furthermore, Russia had maintained relations with Iraq, Iran, and North Korea, and had economic
interests in these countries.342 The Bush administration became increasingly irritated over this, but
from a Russian perspective America seemed hypocritical because it targeted countries that Russia
had relations with, while America had little interest in them.343 In addition, America remained silent
on the issue of those dictators it did maintain relations with, such as Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak.344
George W. Bush and his National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice claimed after the war
that economic interests and oil contracts were the reasons that Russia would not support America.345
Historians Angela Stent and Galia Golan, however, both claim that in reality it was more complicated
than this. The reason that Russia did not support America is more complex than economic interests;
according to Galia Golan it was a combination of economic interests, domestic pressures and
regional concerns. Domestic pressures included anti-Americanism among the public.346 In
anticipation of the war, Russian media outlets were becoming increasingly anti-American and these
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views were reflected by many Duma politicians, who were even more anti-American than Putin.347
Putin had good reasons for improving his domestic standing, as the Duma elections were held in
December 2003 and presidential elections were scheduled for March 2004.348 Concerning regional
dynamics, there were concerns that the Iraq War could strengthen radical Islam and that this could
spread to the Russian border; the Caucasus particularly would be at risk.349 To this can be added that,
with a partnership with France and Germany, Russia could gain benefits such as closer ties with the
European Union (EU), easier visa regimes, and economic assistance.350 Golan offers a neoclassical
realist account for the rationale of the Iraq War, because domestic pressures are essential in her
argument.351
While these factors cited by Golan were significant in Russia’s decision on Iraq, Stent has a
more compelling, realist argument. Stent also mentions the same domestic, regional, and economic
concerns, but she argues that it was ultimately the legacy of the 1990s that drove Russia to support
France and Germany. More importantly, she claims that the 1990s legacy played a role in
undermining the American-Russian strategic partnership during the Iraq War. What angered Russia
was the lack of consultation on Iraq from America, the dismissive attitude towards the UN, and
American unilateralism.352 As was stated in Chapter 1, since the 1990s Russia has focused on an
equality of treatment with America. This is why Putin initiated the partnership with Bush; he wanted
to restore Russia’s great power status by being the indispensable partner in the War on Terror.
However, on the American side there was a complete lack of understanding of the need to treat
Russia with respect.353 Stent indicates a major contrast between the Gulf War and the Iraq War:
George H.W. Bush’s administration had consulted intensively with Russian officials before the Gulf
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War.354 The fact that America started the Iraq War unilaterally, outside the framework of the UN, did
not help. Since the end of the Cold War the UN Security Council has been the only venue in which
Russia has had equal status with America.355 This situation made it completely unacceptable for Putin
to support American unilateralism, and explains why he opposed the war and did not remain
uninvolved, as China did. Bush’s NSS had been wrong: while he foresaw unprecedented possibilities
for collaboration with other great powers, they turned out to be much more complicated. It was on
this point especially that Bush underestimated the influence of the Cold War. He had claimed that
the ideological divides were over, but as Stent has demonstrated, Russia and America still
represented opposing objectives internationally.
To sum up: regional, domestic, and economic concerns motivated Russia not to join America
in the war. It was above all however the legacy of the 1990s that drove Russia towards a coalition
with France and Russia and against American unilateralism. Yet to Stent’s realist argument it can be
added that, from the American perspective, a neoclassical viewpoint is also applicable: grand
strategy, with all its liberal values, reinforced Russia’s anti-war position. The strategy that Bush had
articulated up until the NSS had justified American unilateralism and the pre-emptive strike, and
these elements were precisely what Russia had opposed since the Cold War.

The Iraq War
The American-Russian strategic partnership would suffer during the Iraq War, but was
quickly restored after the war because both countries still held favorable views of each other.
However, this chapter will assert that the partnership between the two nations was only a limited
partnership.
In anticipation of the war Bush began to comment in more detail on the reasons for invading
Iraq and his strategy to rebuild the country. This is apparent from his 2003 State of the Union as well
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as a speech on the future of Iraq held at a Washington, D.C. think tank on February 26, 2003. From
the State of the Union it could be concluded that America would soon invade Iraq. Bush left no doubt
that America would act unilaterally and pre-emptively if the international community did not stand
up to Saddam Hussein: “let there be no misunderstand: if Saddam Hussein does not fully disarm, for
the safety of our people and for the peace of the world, we will lead a coalition to disarm him”.356 As
in the address to the UN general assembly, Bush explained in more detail than before why Iraq was a
threat. The president used very precise numbers to explain this. For example, he claimed that
American intelligence officials had estimated that Saddam Hussein had about 500 tons of sarin,
mustard gas, and XV nerve agent.357 He also stated that Iraq had about 30,000 munitions capable of
delivering these agents, and that while Saddam Hussein had promised to destroy them, there was no
evidence that he did.358 However, as in his earlier speeches, Bush also used the vision of Iraq as a
dark threat as well as American liberal values to justify an invasion. Bush painted Saddam Hussein’s
regime as pure evil: “International human rights groups have catalogued other methods used in the
torture chambers of Iraq: electric shock, burning with hot irons, dripping acid on skin, mutilation with
electric drills, cutting out tongues, and rape. If this is not evil, then evil has no meaning”.359 Bush
described America on the other hand as a liberator: “We seek peace. We strive for peace”.360 He
justified this with American exceptionalism: “The liberty we prize is not America’s gift to the world, it
is God’s gift to humanity”.361 With this statement American exceptionalism acquired a religious
component. As in his previous speeches the president was determined, claiming that free people will
set the course of history “whatever the duration of this struggle, whatever the difficulties”.362
President Bush’s ‘Remarks on the Future of Iraq’ speech had a much more positive tone.
Here he discussed the future of Iraq beyond the war. Before an audience of members of his cabinet,
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members of Congress, justices, and policy experts, Bush tried to win over his critics by offering a
positive outlook on the prospect of a liberated Iraq. He still claimed that Iraq represented the
greatest danger in the War on Terror, but his main argument was that the world had an interest in
the spread of democracy.363 This had a strategic as well as a moral objective; Bush claimed that
liberty for oppressed people meant security for American people.364 He was especially positive about
America’s performance in the War on Terror. He claimed that America was winning and that the
military was well equipped to win the War in Iraq.365
From these speeches it can be concluded that, shortly before the war, Bush described in
more detail why Invading Iraq was necessary. The president used for justification the numbers of
weapons possessed by Iraq. However, he mainly reasserted the arguments he had used in early
2002: vilifying the Iraqi regime and contrasting this with a positive message of the spread of liberal
values.

In less than a month after these remarks on the future of Iraq, the war began. Just a few
weeks before the invasion, on March 5, 2003 Putin and his German and French colleagues held a
press conference to announce that they would not support a new UN resolution against Iraq.366
Russia, France, and Germany asked Bush to allow the UN weapons inspectors more time in Iraq.367
The Russian minister of foreign affairs urged Bush to establish a new world order based on
multipolarity, the principles of international law, with respect to UN resolutions.368 Bush did not
listen to these warnings and on March 19, 2003 America started the Iraq War.369 America had only
limited international support; Great Britain, Australia, Poland, Kuwait, Qatar, and a few other gulf
states assisted America.370 Three weeks after the start of the war Bagdad fell and Saddam’s rule was
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over.371 Putin’s reaction to the start of the war was moderate: he called the decision ‘regrettable’
when he spoke with Bush on the phone; publicly he called it “a mistake”.372 When ground forces
approached Baghdad Putin returned to a more conciliatory tone and more attention was devoted to
preserving relations with America.373 According to Golan one of Putin’s objectives after the war broke
was maintaining the warm relationship between himself and Bush.374
In September 2003 Putin visited Camp David for an America-Russia summit. During the press
conference that Bush and Putin held there Bush talked as if there had never been any disagreements
over Iraq. Bush and Putin both agreed that they were more than mere than partners in the War on
Terror, they were allies.375 Bush claimed that he wanted to move to a “new level of partnership”,
thus moving on from the impasse of the Iraq War.376 The two presidents claimed that they had
discussed cooperation in the War on Terror both in Iraq and Afghanistan, broader Russian-American
military cooperation, nonproliferation – especially concerning Iran and North Korea – and broader
economic cooperation.377 Although neither Bush nor Putin addressed their differences over Iraq,
journalists asked about the status of American-Russian relations. One of them asked whether the
American-Russian partnership had a declarative character, but both Bush and Putin rejected this.378
Putin claimed that the cooperation was not declarative but concrete and pragmatic.379 A second
journalist asked how it was possible that American-Russian relations did not seem to worsen over
the Iraq War. According to Bush this was because they understood each other’s positions and
because of the close personal relationship. Putin added that the fundamental interests of both
countries were in alignment. These comments showed that Putin and Bush wished to leave the Iraq
War behind them and to restore their partnership. Bush still favored a positive image of Putin and
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American-Russian relations. America’s policy on Russia returned to a realism strategy that stemmed
from the Cold War era, and that only sought to engage Russia on a few foreign policy issues. The Cold
War legacy thus remained influential after the Iraq War.
Historian Angela Stent claims that the reconciliation demonstrated that only a limited
partnership between the two nations was possible, and indeed it was limited partnership: there was
positive rhetoric but the partnership lacked any substance.380 According to Stent the American-Russia
strategic partnership had returned to its pre-Iraq War condition by the fall of 2003.381 The rekindling
of the strategic partnership was mutually initiated. The Bush administration found it easy to forgive
Russia, since their opposition to the war was explained in economic terms, and because Russia
remained helpful in Afghanistan.382 Stent’s analysis of a limited partnership is correct, although the
Bush administration had already stated in the 2002 NSS that its partnership with a ‘weak’ Russia was
limited. Even before the war America was aiming for a limited partnership. As stated earlier in this
chapter, Bush’s strategy had shifted more towards interventionism and this led to the announcement
that cooperation with an undemocratic Russia should be limited. Bush’s strategy towards Russia was
thus a cause of the limited partnership. Another important point to add is that liberal values played
an important part in creating conditions for the limited partnership following the war, since
unilateralism and pre-emption – on which the War on Terror strategy was built – were difficult for
Russia to accept.

Conclusion
Following the war in Afghanistan American grand strategy became more assertive and
idealistic as a result of Bush’s hegemonic worldview and the liberal assumptions of American
strategic culture. Bush used this hegemonic worldview to justify the pre-emptive strike and to pave
the way for the Iraq War. For Putin it was unacceptable to support America in this war. This can
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mainly be attributed to Russia’s great power ambitions: since the end of the Cold War Russia had
opposed American strategies that relied on unilateralism and dismissive attitudes towards Russia.
Prior to the Iraq War American grand strategy relied on unilateralism. However, after the fall of
Baghdad the American-Russian partnership was restored, although it became clear that this was
limited. These partnership limits had already existed before the war, in the NSS, and were partly
caused by America’s realist and interventionist strategies, which assumed that Russia was weak and
that there should be limits to American-Russian collaboration. The strategic partnership returned to
the status it had before the Iraq War, including an American strategy of realism toward Russia, and
with an emphasis on a close personal relationship between Bush and Putin.
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Chapter 3: The Russo-Georgian War
The Russo-Georgian War that began in August 2008 completely wrecked what was left of the
Bush-Putin strategic partnership and revealed the limits of American-Russian rapprochement.383 The
war was a conflict over the Georgian regions Abkhazia and South Ossetia; Russia supported the
independence of these regions, while Georgia wanted to restore its territorial integrity.384 The roots
of this conflict lay in an event that had occurred a few years earlier: the Georgian ‘Rose
Revolution’.385 This revolution was part of the ‘Color Revolutions’, a series of revolutions in former
Soviet nations between late 2003 and mid-2005 that promised to turn these autocratic countries into
pro-western democracies.386 The Color Revolutions were a source of major disagreements between
America and Russia. On one hand America took credit for the revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine,
especially as these were countries that were part of an American program that supported their
transformation into democracies.387 Democratic changes in these countries would demonstrate the
value of Bush’s efforts to spread democracy, which was part of his grand strategy.388 Russia, on the
other hand, saw the Color Revolutions as an American plot to gain influence in the former Soviet
nations.389 The Russian invasion of Georgia should be regarded as an attempt to undermine western
influence in the Caucasus.390
This chapter will discuss how American strategic culture contributed to the events that led up
to the Russo-Georgian War and thus to the end of the American-Russian strategic partnership. The
main focus of the analysis will be on the events in Georgia, since the Rose Revolution ultimately led
to war during Bush’s second term. Ukraine’s Orange Revolutions and Kyrgyzstan’s Tulip Revolutions
will occasionally be mentioned in this chapter also. As in Chapter 2, neoclassical realist theories will
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be used to analyze the primary sources, and both liberal assumptions and limited liability are
concepts that will be dealt with. As in Chapter 2, this chapter will also reflect on realist theories that
point to legacy of the 1990s as well as the Cold War legacy to explain why the partnership ended.
The time period discussed in this chapter comprises late 2003 until late 2008. The first part will
discuss five of President Bush’s major speeches, including State of the Union speeches from late 2003
to the beginning of 2005. These speeches are useful for discussing grand strategy development that
led to the 2006 NSS, which will also be discussed. Because this is a limited number of sources for the
time period discussed, statements made at news conference will also be used. Several news
conferences will be used to examine Bush’s strategy towards the former Soviet Union later in the
chapter, because Bush did not always comment on these nations in his major speeches. There is
however a gap in the primary source material between early 2005 and the announcement of the
National Security Strategy in 2006, but this is ameliorated by the fact that Bush’s 2006 NSS
elaborated further on ideas he had already publicly expressed by early 2005.

The Freedom Agenda
The first part of this chapter will discuss how grand strategy changed after the Iraq War.
Bush began to rely on liberal assumptions to justify the War on Terror, and claimed that democracy
should be promoted on a global scale as a goal of his administration. It will be argued that after the
shift towards this strategy Bush embraced the Color Revolutions because they demonstrated that his
policy of promoting democracy was successful.
In November 2003 President George W. Bush claimed that he wished to adjust his strategy in
the Middle East towards the promotion of democracy.391 This strategy was called the ‘freedom
agenda’ and he chose the 20th anniversary of the National Endowment for Democracy – an
organization dedicated to promoting democracy internationally – to launch his new agenda.392 The
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occasion allowed him to reflect on the previous successes of this strategy and to claim that more
success was guaranteed in the future. Bush claimed that America had created conditions during the
20th century in which new democracies could flourish.393 By the early 21st century progress towards
liberty was a trend: more and more countries were becoming democratic.394 Yet Bush also claimed
that there were challenges to this progress, especially in the Middle East.395 The president used the
speech to encourage Middle Eastern leaders to reform their countries.396
There was a change in President Bush’s rhetoric: he did not rely on a hegemonic vision of the
world, and fully used liberal assumptions to justify the strategy. What Bush emphasized was the
universal character of liberal values: they could be implemented anywhere and democracy can thus
only flourish. This rhetorical change was caused by the developments in Iraq; by the end of 2003 and
the beginning of 2004 these developments had led Bush to look for new ways to justify his grand
strategy. A few weeks after the invasion Iraq had descended into chaos: basic services such as water
and electricity were scarce and there was no single person who was clearly in charge of the
country.397 A more pressing problem was that there were insufficient coalition troops to provide
security.398 By 2004 Bush’s mission in Iraq was far from accomplished.399 The war had produced
something that Bush had not expected: a bloody occupation that demonstrated the limits of
American power.400 Additionally, since the start of the war in March 2003 no weapons of mass
destruction had been found.401 Because success in Iraq was far off, Bush abandoned that part of his
old strategy that had caused him to start the war and he began to look for new ways to justify it.
After his speech on the freedom agenda Bush started to use the promotion of democracy to
justify this agenda and the Iraq War in several of his speeches. This was evident in his State of the
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Union of 2004. First, the president argued that America should remain on the offensive in the War on
Terror. He claimed that America could either go forwards or backwards in the war; backwards
however meant returning to the illusion that terrorists and rogue states no longer formed a threat.402
According to Bush it was tempting to think that terrorists no longer formed a threat because America
had not been attacked since 9/11.403 He used the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq to argue how this
strategy had been successful. He acknowledged that America faced a violent uprising in Iraq, but he
also claimed that America should not be held back by this: “As democracy takes hold in Iraq, the
enemies of freedom will do all in their power to spread violence and fear. They are trying to shake
the will of our country and our friends, but the United States of America will never be intimidated by
thugs and assassins”.404 The president was as steadfast as he had been before the Iraq War.
By 2004 Bush was dealing with criticism of his strategy and he addressed this criticism in his
speeches. He used the State of the Union to speak directly to his critics, including members of
Congress who had opposed the war. Bush used three arguments to justify the war. First, he argued
that if America had not invaded Iraq, it still would have posed a threat.405 Second, Bush rejected
criticism that there was no international support for the war, and claimed that many countries were
helping in Afghanistan and Iraq following the invasions.406 Third, President Bush claimed that bringing
democracy to the Middle East ought to be an American mission.407 He used religion to justify this
goal: “I believe that God has planted in every human heart the desire to live in freedom”.408 The
president rejected accusations of imperialism: “America is a nation with a mission, and that mission
comes from our most basic beliefs. We have no desire to dominate, no ambitions of empire. Our aim
is democratic peace – a peace founded upon the dignity and rights of every man and woman”.409 In
this paragraph Bush rejects the notion that America had become an empire by mentioning American
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exceptionalism. Denying and opposing American imperialism was a new strand in Bush’s speeches
following the Iraq War. After the war several academics had accused Bush of imperialism and
claimed that this was a counterproductive strategy.410
American exceptionalism acquired a central role in justifying the War on Terror. This was
evident in September, 2004 when Bush spoke at the Republican National Convention, in which he
accepted the nomination as Republican presidential candidate for the 2004 elections. The
convention took place in New York, which was symbolic because the 9/11 attacks were a significant
moment in Bush’s first term. He used the speech to claim that he was the candidate to defend
America against terrorists.411 To do this he claimed that the goal in Afghanistan and Iraq should be
“to help new leaders to train their armies, and move toward elections, and get on the path of
stability and democracy as quickly as possible”.412 This was certainly not a new goal for the Bush
administration, but what was remarkable was that Bush barely made any references to weapons of
mass destruction to justify this. The War on Terror was described as a quest for freedom against
tyranny. He asserted: “I believe that America is called to lead the cause of freedom in a new century.
I believe that millions in the Middle East plead in silence for their liberty. I believe that given the
chance, they will embrace the most honorable form of government ever devised by man. I believe all
these things because freedom is not America’s gift to the world, it is the almighty God’s gift to every
man and woman in this world”.413 As in the State of the Union, Bush fully relied on American
exceptionalism to justify the War on Terror.
Spreading democracy had a strategic objective, and this became more important in 2004.
From several news conferences Bush gave throughout 2004 it was also apparent that promoting
democracy had become an even more important goal than preventing proliferation across rogue
regimes. On April 13 Bush stated at a news conference: “A secure and free Iraq is an historic
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opportunity to change the world and make America more secure”.414 A few days later, on April 16, he
claimed: “We’re engaged in difficult and necessary work of helping Iraqis build their own democracy,
for the sake of our security and to increase the momentum of freedom across the greater Middle
East”415 During a news conference on November 4 Bush commented on his strategy in the Middle
East. He said: “If we are interested in protecting our country for the long term, the best way to do
this is to promote freedom and democracy”.416 From all these quotations it is apparent that the
security of America was now tied to the spreading of democracy in the Middle East. This was a major
shift from 2002 and early 2003. As was discussed in Chapter 2, before the Iraq War American security
was tied to preventing rogue regimes from providing nuclear weapons to terrorists.
In 2005 the president launched the strategy to spread democracy on a global scale. Bush’s
second inaugural address provided him with the occasion to make a new start with this strategy. This
made the tone highly idealistic. The address began by stating the goal: “It is the policy of the United
States to seek and support the growth of democratic movements and institutions in every nation and
culture, with the ultimate goal of ending tyranny in our world”.417 In promoting democracy America
should not force a particular style of government on anyone. Bush stated: “our goal instead is to help
others find their own voice, attain their own freedom, and make their own way”.418 This was not an
entirely new objective for the Bush administration, but what was new was the desire to achieve this
on a global scale. It was furthermore noteworthy that Bush articulated this goal very carefully in
terms of helping other nations. This was in order to prevent accusations of American imperialism,
and was consistent with Bush’s ideas of democracy: if it is a universal value then ultimately all
nations will accept it.
Spreading democracy also had a moral objective, and Bush linked both the strategic and
moral objectives. He emphasized the strategic goal of spreading democracy: “The survival of liberty
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in our own land increasingly depends on success of liberty in other lands”.419 But he also spoke about
the moral objective: “From the day of our founding, we have proclaimed that every man and woman
on this earth has rights, and dignity, and matchless value, because they bear the image of the Maker
of Heaven and earth. Across the generations we have proclaimed the imperative of self-government,
because no one is fit to be a master, and no one deserves to be a slave. Advancing these ideals is the
mission that created our nation”.420 Bush had used the historic component of American
exceptionalism in the past, but the emphasis on religion was now heavier. Through religion Bush
could claim that the mission had a larger purpose. He claimed that the strategic and moral objectives
of the strategy were connected: “America’s vital interests and deepest beliefs are now one”.421
At the time of Bush’s second inaugural speech there were still no weapons of mass
destruction found in Iraq, and so Bush decided to fully justify the war in terms of the promotion of
democracy.422 According to James Lindsay, this is why during Bush’s second term freedom became a
priority over rogue states and weapons of mass destruction.423 This new goal had a much broader,
global scale. Before the Iraq War Bush’s strategy mainly concerned the axis of evil. The shift that
Lindsay describes is visible in Bush’s speeches, especially in his second inaugural address. What can
be added to Lindsay’s claims is that ideology and American exceptionalism, especially the religious
aspect, became more important to Bush’s grand strategy.

In Bush’s freedom agenda Georgia and Ukraine could serve as success stories of democracy
assistance.424 Historian Lincoln Mitchell claims in The Color Revolutions (2012) that America has taken
credit for those revolutions. The actual American influence on them has been debated among
historians. Mitchell claims that Russia sees the revolutions as an American plot to gain influence in
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former Soviet Nations.425 While the revolutions served as examples of how democracy assistance can
be successful, it is more difficult to determine what America’s real intentions or impacts were.426
According to Mitchell tendencies to overstate America’s role need to be balanced against the claims
of others that America played no role.427 Mitchell claims that the events were not American plots,
but neither were they entirely homegrown.428 What can be concluded from examining Bush’s
speeches is that in early 2005 the Color Revolutions became more relevant for the Bush
administration. Up until 2005 the Bush administration had not paid very much attention to the
former Soviet nations and they were not mentioned in his most important speeches.
When the post-revolution Georgian president Mikheil Saakashvili visited Washington, DC in
February 2004 Bush praised the Rose Revolution, but he was also somewhat reserved. He told the
Georgian president at a press conference: “We appreciate your firm commitment to democracy and
freedom (…) I know firsthand that the president will do everything he can to earn the confidence of
the people of Georgia by representing their will, by fighting corruption, by working for a system
based upon integrity and decency and human rights”.429 The Rose Revolution was a historic moment
according to Bush.430 The American president said that the revolution was an example for people
around the world who long for freedom and an honest government.431 The statement was very brief,
however, and Bush did not link the revolution directly to American efforts to promote democracy in
the Middle East.
A year after the meeting with Saakashvili Bush mentioned the Color Revolutions in his 2005
State of the Union. According to the president the American elections were a privilege. He then
stated: “And tonight that is a privilege we share with newly elected leaders of Afghanistan, the
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Palestinian territories, Ukraine, and a free and sovereign Iraq”.432 In this quotation Ukraine referred
to the election that was held after the Orange Revolution. According to Bush all these events showed
that freedom had momentum, and that it could be expected that more countries would choose
liberty.433 Success in any of these countries validated Bush’s strategy of the promotion of democracy.
The fact that Bush mentioned Ukraine in the same sentence as the Middle Eastern countries meant
that this former Soviet nation was now also part of the freedom agenda. Yet there was greater
emphasis in the speech on the promotion of democracy in the Middle East, which was still seen as a
danger to American security, especially Iran and Syria.
When Bush visited Georgia in 2005 his administration had launched its new strategy of
worldwide promotion of democracy, and it fully embraced the new Georgian president. Bush felt
that the Color Revolutions had strengthened American interests in the region.434 In 2005 he gave a
speech in Georgia’s capital Tbilisi, where Bush stood in front of thousands of enthusiastic Georgian
citizens.435 The speech was triumphant and Bush said he was proud to stand besides Saakashvili. He
praised the Georgian people for their revolution: “because you acted, Georgia is today both
sovereign and free, and a beacon for liberty for this region and the world”.436 By ‘this region’, Bush
referred to the Middle East, but also Central Asia. The president hoped that in all these nations
citizens would demand a democratic transformation.
By 2005 Georgia also had a larger strategic value for America. The president believed that
Georgia’s commitment to democracy would have consequences for other countries: “Your courage is
inspiring democratic reformers around the world and sending a message across the world: freedom
will be the future for every nation and every people on earth”.437 Bush not only hoped that the
revolution would have consequences across the Caucasus and the broader Middle East, he directly
linked the Georgian revolution to the freedom agenda in the War on Terror. He praised Georgia for
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their cooperation and for sending troops to Iraq and Afghanistan.438 Furthermore, he also told the
Georgians that he wished to encourage their closer cooperation with NATO and European
organizations.439 This would enlarge American influence in Central Asia.
It can be concluded that the Bush administration had very different objectives concerning the
Middle East and former Soviet nations such as Georgia. The Middle East had priority when it came to
the promotion of democracy, as these countries were still linked to terrorism and seen as potential
threats to America. Georgia, instead, could serve as an example of the successful promotion of
democracy and function as a partner of the West. While several former Soviet states were still
autocratic, they were treated differently and were not mentioned as threats.

Russia and the Freedom Agenda in 2006
The strategy that Bush had outlined in his speeches between 2003 and 2005 would lead to a
more interventionist approach towards Russia and Central Asia in 2006. However, it will be argued
that there was no cohesive American strategy for Russia and Central Asia. In the Central Asian states
of Georgia and Azerbaijan particularly, Bush expressed the hope that these states would reform
towards democracy, although but he was reluctant to push for these reforms. American-Russian
relations suffered over these double standards.
By 2006 it was time for a reappraisal of America’s relations with Russia.440 While the freedom
agenda became more prominent in Bush’s grand strategy, two question concerning Russia stood out:
how much should the freedom agenda be emphasized in relations with Russia?441 The second
question concerned the strategy towards Russia: should America continue to focus on a realist
strategy based on common interests?442 Within Bush’s administration there was a faction in favor of
realism, but there was also a faction in favor of a more value-based strategy.443 Among Bush’s staff
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the National Security Council’s senior director for Russia, Thomas Graham, was one of the few still in
favor of working more closely and pragmatically with Russia.444 He argued that public criticism of
Russia was counterproductive and that America still needed Russia on issues such as Iran and
Afghanistan.445 Among the ‘value-centered’ politicians was Dick Cheney, who adopted a hostile
attitude towards Russia and advocated closer ties to Georgia and Ukraine coupled to a diminishing
Russian influence in this region.446 The National Security Strategy of 2006 was built on the strategy
that Bush had articulated in his 2005 inaugural speech, and it shed a light on the strategy that
America would follow concerning Russia.
The national security strategy was a “wartime national security” according to the document,
and the most important obligation was to protect the security of the American people. The war the
NSS referred to was the War on Terror, which was thus still central to American grand strategy. Like
the 2002 strategy, the 2006 strategy claimed that America had the opportunity to reshape the world,
and this was inspired by ideals such as freedom, democracy and human dignity.447 In the NSS the
idealistic approach to grand strategy is firmly located in the tradition of Truman and Reagan.448
Several goals that were articulated in the NSS of 2002 were still mentioned in the NSS of 2006. For
example, the proliferation of nuclear weapons was still considered the most significant threat to
American national security.449 Another continuity was pre-emption: the NSS stated that the place of
pre-emption in American strategy remained the same.450 The most significant change from 2002 was
that of the spreading of freedom and democracy, which became the core of the NSS and of America’s
strategy.
The NSS was founded upon two pillars: “The first pillar is promoting freedom, justice, and
human dignity – working to end tyranny, to promote effective democracies, and to extend prosperity
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through free and fair trade and wise developments”.451 The second pillar of the strategy was
“confronting the challenges of our time by leading a growing community of democracies”.452 One of
the core ideas behind this strategy is the liberal assumption that democracies do not go to war with
one another. The NSS explained this idea further: “democracies are the most responsible members
of the international system; promoting democracy is the most effective long-term measure for
strengthening international stability”.453 The Color Revolutions are mentioned as successful
occurrences since 2002, along with Afghanistan and Iraq, where tyrannies had been replaced by
democracies.454 It was also mentioned that the revolutions had a transformative effect; they
“brought new hope for freedom across the Eurasian landmass”.455
According to the NSS there was still scope for working together with other great powers,
even after some of America’s oldest and closest allies had disagreed with American policy in Iraq.456
The potential to collaborate with other great powers was “an extraordinary opportunity”.457 This was
a continuity from 2002, when the opportunity to do so was described as greater than ever. The 2006
NSS acknowledged that there were contrasting interests with Russia, but America still sought to work
closely with Russia on issues of common interest.458 However, the NSS was more interventionist with
Russia than the Bush administration had been, and this also had relevance to the broader region of
South and Central Asia. The NSS stated that “We must encourage Russia to respect values of freedom
and democracy at home and not to impede the cause of freedom and democracy in these regions.
Strengthening our relationship will depend on the policies, foreign and domestic, that Russia adopts.
Recent trends regrettably point toward a diminishing commitment to democratic freedoms and
institutions”.459 According to Angela Stent in 2006 Bush usually sided with those who favored a more
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pragmatic approach towards Russia than a value-centered approach.460 In the National Security
Strategy both visions exerted their influence. The Bush administration tilted towards a more
interventionist strategy on Russia that focused on its internal structure, but the door was still open
for partnership.
Historians claim that during Bush’s second term American policy in central Asia was
problematic. According to Stent an overall integrated policy towards Eurasia was lacking.461 Mitchell
makes a similar claim: there was no cohesive regional strategy towards Russia and Central Asia.462
Stent blames the State Department for this non-cohesive foreign policy towards Central Asia, but she
does not elaborate on it. A neoclassical perspective does offer a coherent argument for this. The NSS
only addressed Central Asia briefly and claimed that the region had an enduring priority in American
foreign policy.463 Promoting effective democracies and expanding free-market reforms are
mentioned as goals in the same sentence as enhancing security and winning the War on Terror.464
This is precisely what made America’s strategy problematic: it was not easy to maintain all these
goals. Before the NSS was published Bush had already settled on a policy towards Central Asia that
did not actively encourage democratization. After publication of the NSS Bush continued to
encourage the states of Central Asia to maintain cooperation with America on counter-terrorism,
while downplaying criticism on their political systems.465 This fed into Russian claims of American
hypocrisy and that America was using the freedom agenda as a part of a realpolitik strategy.466 The
fact that Bush chose partnership in the War on Terror with Central Asian states (mainly Azerbaijan
and Georgia) over the promotion of democracy was a sign of limited liability. While Bush had stated
in his inaugural address that the promotion of democracy was a goal on a global scale, his
administration was reluctant to take significant actions to accomplish this in Central Asia. This
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contributed to making American foreign policy towards Central Asia and Russia extremely
inconsistent: both liberal assumptions as well as limited liability had a strong influence on Bush’s
strategy.
Bush was reluctant to push for democratic reforms in Central Asia because the Middle East
was far more important for the freedom agenda. The administration needed the help of the Central
Asian states. This could already be concluded from Bush’s 2005 State of the Union. From two
speeches that Bush gave on the War on Terror in 2006 it can be seen that the Middle East was still
central to the freedom agenda, both for strategic and moral reasons. On August 31, 2006 Bush gave
an address to the American Legion National Convention, an organization for veterans. While this
speech many Americans troops were still stationed across the world, and so he spoke about the
“new generation of Americans in uniform”.467 He claimed that Islamic terrorists were the “enemies of
liberty”, and that the war on terror is “the ideological struggle of the 21st century”.468 In a speech
before the United Nations National Assembly Bush again made clear that the Middle East was the
primary object of his foreign policy. He claimed that “it is clear the world is engaged in a great
ideological struggle, between extremists who use terror as a weapon to create fear, and moderate
people who work for peace”.469 States such as Georgia and Azerbaijan were on the side of the
moderates, and thus remained the allies of Bush.

While America was questioning the nature of its relations with Russia, Russia was doing
likewise.470 Its position internationally was changing: from about 2006 Russia was a rising power.471
This was partly due to its oil revenues: the country was experiencing high growth rates.472 With its
new position as a rising power there also emerged a new ideology to counter the Western promotion
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of democracy: ‘sovereign democracy’.473 The core idea of Russia’s sovereign democracy was that the
political system met the needs and expectations of the Russian people, so neither America nor any
other country had any business telling Russia how it should govern itself.474 At the same time
tolerance to criticism was decreasing under Putin.475 Putin’s administration had been alarmed by the
Color Revolutions and they ensured that no popular unrest or uprising could gain a foothold in the
country.476
American-Russian relations were also suffering over America’s supposed double standards
towards Central Asia.477 In this matter vice president Cheney also played a role, as in 2006 he was
making increasingly negative comments on Russia’s internal affairs. 478 As a response to Cheney’s
comments Putin attacked America publicly for the first time at the Munich Security Conference in
February 2007.479 In a speech he blamed America for its unilateral and reckless attitude towards the
world.480 According to Stent the speech ushered in a new phase for Russian relations with the West,
because Russia would no longer accept an agenda that had been scripted by America.481 The realist
argument thus contends that Russia’s rising power status was highly consequential for AmericanRussian relations.
By 2007 however there was still something left of the American-Russian partnership: Bush’s
and Putin’s warm relationship. This was apparent from the news conference at Kennebunkport
(Maine) on July 2 at a Bush-Putin summit. Bush received Putin for the summit at a house owned by
the Bush family, a fact which also emphasized the close personal relations between the two. At the
news conference the two presidents were friendly and amicable, joking about a fishing trip they had
made earlier that day, in which Putin had caught the only fish of the day.482 According to Bush the
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two also had a constructive dialogue about nuclear security, bilateral relations, Iran and North
Korea.483 Their differences on the freedom agenda did not go undiscussed at Kennebunkport. Bush
was asked whether he trusted Putin. To this he answered: “Yes, I trust him. Do I like everything he
says? No. And I suspect he doesn’t like everything I say. But we’re able to say it in a way that shows
mutual respect”.484

The end of the partnership
At the end of this chapter it will be concluded that Russia’s great power ambitions led to the
invasion of Georgia that ended this partnership. Historians cite NATO enlargement as the most
important event leading up to the invasion. Disagreements over Kosovo between Russia and the
West – which had been a constant since the 1990s – had preceded this.485 Moscow saw itself as
protector of the Orthodox Serbs and claimed the Balkans as its traditional sphere of influence.486 To
America Russia’s position in the conflict seemed coldly indifferent concerning the ‘ethnic cleansing’
of the Kosovars by the Serbs.487 In February 2008 Kosovo declared independence from Serbia
unilaterally.488 This was supported by America and many European states, but Russia deemed the
move illegitimate under international law.489 Following Kosovo’s declaration the Russian government
released a statement claiming that if Kosovo could declare independence then so could Abkhazia and
South Ossetia.490
After the Orange and Rose Revolutions Ukraine and Georgia started to bid for NATO
membership.491 At a NATO summit in April 2008 it was decided whether Ukraine and Georgia would
receive a ‘membership action plan’ (MAP) or a road map stipulating a country’s requirements were
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for NATO membership eligibility.492 While NATO members were divided over whether Ukraine and
Georgia should be allowed to join, it was ultimately decided that the MAPs would not be granted,
although it was agreed that Ukraine and Georgia could eventually become NATO members.493
According to Stent it was unclear precisely what this meant, but it was significant because it was for
the first time explicitly stated the former Soviet states could become NATO members.494 Russia was
of course deeply opposed to these countries joining NATO.495 Mitchell claims that NATO was not a
serious threat to Russia but that NATO expansion itself was a symbol of Russia’s decline.496
Following the NATO summit Saakashvili began efforts to strengthen the Georgian state, and
part of these efforts comprised bringing South Ossetia and Abkhazia back under Georgian territorial
integrity.497 If territorial integrity were restored then Georgia might possibly qualify for a MAP.498 The
direct cause of the war was the Georgian response to a Russian buildup of troops in the contested
regions.499 On August 7, 2008 Saakashvili initiated military action to expel the Russians from South
Ossetia.500 Putin responded forcefully: the following day Russian troops marched into South Ossetia
and the Georgian army was defeated.501 According to Stent the Bush administration had tried to
prevent this by making clear to Saakashvili that America supported the Euro-Atlantic aspirations of
Georgia, but that it would not support the use of force to restore territorial integrity.502
The legacy of the 1990s should be regarded as an indirect cause of the war. According to
historian Jeffrey Mankoff the West’s decision to recognize Kosovo led to Russian demands of equal
treatment for South Ossetia and Abkhazia.503 Additionally, opening up the possibility of bringing
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Georgia and Ukraine into NATO was experienced by the Russians as American unilateralism,
especially as Russia was not consulted on the issue, neither were its interests addressed.504 As was
demonstrated in Chapters 1 and 2, Russian aversion to American unilateralism and a focus on equal
treatment were important legacies from the 1990s. In anticipation of the Iraq War, the same legacy
had caused problems for the American-Russian strategic partnership. Although unilateralism was not
as explicitly integral to American grand strategy in 2008 as it had been before and during the Iraq
War, American strategy was seen this way by Russia because it saw the former Soviet nations as its
sphere of influence.
In the Russo-Georgian War the legacy of the 1990s was also reinforced by American grand
strategy, which had focused on making Central Asian states pro-western allies, and had also sought
to democratize them. During the Iraq War the Russian focus on equal treatment and its aversion to
American unilateralism were also reinforced by American grand strategy. This time both liberal
values and limited liability were the most significant driving forces behind grand strategy. It can be
concluded that when American strategic culture became more important in shaping grand strategy,
it also had a more negative impact on American-Russian relations. To this must be added the fact
that by about 2008 Russia had become a rising power internationally and could more easily go to war
over Georgia than it could have done before. This also contributed to the end of the partnership.

The conflict between Russia and Georgia had major consequences for American-Russian
relations. During the war American and Russian troops came closer to facing each other on opposing
sides than at any time during the Cold War.505 America had troops in Georgia who were training
Georgian soldiers for the War on Terror.506 Another aspect that demonstrated how far the relations
between the two nations had deteriorated was that of American-Russian communications.507 For
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example, the American-Russian military dialogue proved invaluable for solving the Georgian
conflict.508 Following the war America terminated all official American-Russian contacts above the
level of Deputy Assistant Secretary.509 According to Stent this was unprecedented in the post-Soviet
era.510
Following the Russian invasion Bush released several statements on the situation in Georgia.
He first condemned Russia’s actions on August 11, stating: “These actions have substantially
damaged Russia’s stand in the world, and these actions jeopardize Russian’s relations – Russia’s
relations with the United States and Europe”.511 In this first statement Bush did not comment on any
consequences for American-Russian relations, but he did do so two days later. On August 13 Bush
stated: “In recent years, Russia has sought to integrate into the diplomatic, political, economic, and
security structures of the 21st century. The United States supported those efforts. Now Russia is
putting its aspirations at risk by taking actions in Georgia that are inconsistent with the principles of
those institutions. Russia must end the crisis to restore its place in the world”.512 On August 15 Bush
made another statement, in which he said: “The Cold War is over. The days of satellite states and
spheres of influence are behind us”.513 From the statement it was apparent that Bush saw Georgia as
a European nation: “Georgia’s emergence as a young democracy has been part of an inspiring and
hopeful new chapter of Europe’s history. (…) Every administration since the end of the Cold War has
worked with European partners to extend the reach of liberty and prosperity”.514 In this statement
Georgia became the European partner.
In these statements Bush fully blamed Putin for the end of the partnership. The president
claimed that Russia’s actions had damaged its standing in the world, while what they had really
shown was that America had very little leverage over Russia.515 Bush claimed that America had
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supported Russian efforts to integrate into Western organizations. With these claims he lacked selfcriticism. His administration had, for example, never seriously considered offering Russia NATO
membership. Additionally, Bush underestimated Russia’s great power ambitions, because the RussoGeorgian War had demonstrated that these were very much still alive. The statements emphasized
that America and Russia had fundamentally different opinions on the former Soviet states. While
Russia saw them as its traditional sphere of influence, Bush claimed that this viewpoint was no
longer valid.

Conclusion
Following the Iraq War the Bush administration revised its grand strategy and began to rely
on liberal assumptions such as freedom and democracy. This shift was needed to justify the Iraq War,
as no weapons of mass destruction had been found. The shift in grand strategy had led Bush to
embrace the Color Revolutions in Ukraine, Georgia, and Kyrgyzstan because they could prove that
America’s strategy worked. The new strategy led America to adopt a more interventionist approach
towards Russia, and the administration also advocated democracy and freedom in the former Soviet
nations. However, limited liability still played a major role in American grand strategy. Bush decided
that the War on Terror in the Middle East was more important than regime changes in Central Asian
states such as Azerbaijan, and so Bush maintained good relations with these countries and did
nothing to push them towards democracy. This strategy was extremely inconsistent and Russia
accused America of hypocrisy. The Russo-Georgian War should be considered as the Russian
response to growing American influence in the former Soviet nations. Russia’s great power ambitions
– which it had nurtured since the 1990s – was the cause of the invasion of Georgia. These ambitions
were only reinforced by American grand strategy, which had led to American unilateralism in the
eyes of Russia.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
This study has attempted to answer the following research question: to what extent was the
failure of the American-Russian strategic partnership during George W. Bush’s presidency (20012009) related to an American underestimation of Russian international power politics after the end
of the Cold War? To answer this question the failure of the Bush-Putin strategic partnership was
explored through the concept of grand strategy. The theoretical framework included both theories of
realism and neoclassical realism. In Chapter 1 it was concluded that the Bush administration adjusted
grand strategy following the 9/11 attacks. The new strategy provided the opportunity to establish
the strategic partnership with Russia and to work together in the War on Terror. However, American
relations with Russia were still influenced by the Cold War legacy, as America’s strategy towards
Russia was shaped by Cold War realism. In Chapter 2 it was concluded that the strategic partnership
was a limited partnership. In anticipation of the Iraq War American grand strategy became more
assertive and aggressive. The pre-emptive strike and unilateralism became central to American grand
strategy and Russia opposed this because it stood in the way of their great power ambitions. The
possibilities of working together with Russia were thus limited. Chapter 3 demonstrated that
following the Iraq War the Bush administration adjusted grand strategy again in order to justify the
war. The new strategy focused on promoting democracy on a global scale, and the Color Revolutions
were a relevant and welcome development to this. While Bush embraced the Color Revolutions,
Russia saw them as an American plot to gain influence in the former Soviet nations. This hindered
Russia’s great power ambitions and ultimately led to the Russian invasion of Georgia and the end of
the American-Russian partnership. From the analysis in Chapters 1 to 3 it can be concluded that the
partnership failed because American foreign policy goals clashed with Russia’s great power
ambitions, which the Bush administration had underestimated. The administration viewed Russia’s
ambitions as belonging to the Cold War era. The endurance of the Cold War legacy – mainly through
the strategies of realism and interventionism on the American side – made it more difficult for
America and Russia to move past their disagreements.
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Using the concept of grand strategy in order to analyze American-Russian relations has
broadened the scope of this study. By using this concept it has focused not only on America’s
strategy towards Russia, but also on America’s most important foreign policy goals and Russia’s
position within these goals. This has shown that there were tensions between the Cold War and the
9/11 attacks. American foreign policy during President Bush’s two terms was heavily focused on the
War on Terror in the Middle East. The 9/11 attacks and the War on Terror caused the Bush
administration to believe that Cold War hostility between America and Russia was over. However, by
using the concept of grand strategy this study has demonstrated that the legacy of the Cold War still
influences American-Russian relations in the 21st century.
Using the concept of grand strategy has also allowed the use of both structural realist and
neoclassical realist theories to examine the failure of the strategic partnership. Bush’s grand strategy
was heavily influenced by American strategic culture and thus the neoclassical realist perspective
was crucial to the analysis in this study. Throughout these chapters the realist perspective has
indicated the Cold War legacy and Russia’s great power ambitions as the reasons for AmericanRussian relations remaining so troubled following the Cold War. As stated in the introduction, the
Cold War legacy still influences America’s perception of Russia. However, the realist perspective
never really explains how American strategies of realism and interventionism towards Russia
originated. A neoclassical realist analysis of the primary sources, on the other hand, has
demonstrated that the Cold War legacy originated in longstanding traditions of ideas – liberal
assumptions and limited liability – within American foreign policy.
Further research on American-Russian relations and grand strategy should be conducted
regarding Russia’s role in the events discussed in this study. Russia’s role has remained partially
unknown because this study and its theoretical framework have focused on the American
perspective. The neoclassical perspective in particular has been applied specifically to American
strategic culture. Because of Russia’s major role in both establishing and ending the strategic
partnership, Russian grand strategy should also be examined. This could lead to a more complete
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explanation of why American-Russian relations have been so difficult and how this relates to grand
strategy. In order do this, however, the whole question of whether there is a Russian strategic
culture and what exactly it is comprised of needs to be very carefully examined.
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